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As A .Friendly Courtesy
We Are Calling Your Attention To The

City of Rockland Taxes
Watch Out And Pay Them Now
If time is needed, arrangements must be made
with the Collector of Taxes

Your neglect will be to your serious disadvantage

This Notice will not Appear Again

JOB

.uiibApunions $3.00 per year payable Id
Miivance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1840. In 1874 the Courier was established and
'‘onsolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
I Free Press was established in 1855 and in
| 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
1 papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
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Will Bates College be able to repeat
its feat of last season when it so un
expectedly won the State college foot
ball championship? The Lewiston
eleven made an impressive showing
against tne Massachusetts Aggies, but
Coach Morey, the Miracie Man,
doesn't want his charges to get la’
headed on that account, and tells
them that Bowdoin will probably de
feat Massachusetts Aggies 40 to 0 to
day.
Morey picks Maine as the State
champion this season, naming Coiby
as second best. He says that Bates
is not nearly as strong as last season
| and that the outlook is not too bright.
But it is possible that Miracle Man
Morey is conversing through his
headgear or that he is in a class with
Gloomy Bill Dobie and Dismal Bill
Sullivan.
Anyhow it is going to be the great
est series Maine has seen for many
years—with all of us guessing. Here
are the games of the State series:
Oct. 25—Bowdoin vs. Colby at
Waterville and Maine vs. Eatcs at
Orono.
Nov. 1—Bowdoin vs. Bates at Lew
iston, and Maine vs. Colby at Orono.
Nov.

At the Sign of‘v^
1 North National BanKj

THE 1930 CENSUS
The 1930 census shows a remarkable growth In the
population of our Country and the progress of in
dustrial enterprises. This Bank can be very nseful

to you and we cordially invite you to make it your
depository.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

8—Bowdoin

Maine

at

PARK THEATRE
Coming to the Park Monday, “Good
News," the sensational Broadway
stage success, one of the outstanding
musical comedy hits of the year. Per
haps there are many people in Rock
land who have chanced to witness the
stage play and to those it will need
no introduction. To those less fortu
nate, it will be the opportunity to see
and hear a real musical treat, for
that is what "Good News" is. Its a
nlerry melange of cute co-eds, college
cut-ups, football frolics and some of
the greatest comedy work that has
been seen to date. Featured in the
cast are Bessie Love, Stanly Smith,
Cliff Edwards (“Ukelele Ike"), Mary
Lawlor and a newcomer to the
screen, Gus Shy, featured comedian
of the play. It’s something to look
forward to and one of the attractions
that should be marked “Don't Miss."
—adv.
There is no such thing as a thief
any more so long as he can pay his
way.—Will Rogers.

A Savings Account
gives a sense of security that
nothing else can equal. In times
of financial stress, when money
Is urgently needed, it affords the
one sure way to quickly realize
funds. Freedom from money wor
ries, confidence in youth and seren
ity in old age are the inevitable
rewards that follow the practice of
saving here regularly.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

vs.

Brunswick.
Nov. 11 (Armistice Day)—Colby vs.
Bates at Lewiston.
Bowdoin has three "at homes" be
fore the State series begins—Mass.
Aggies playing there today, Williams
there Oct. 11 and Tufts there Oct. 18.
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A FIRST HAND VIEW OF RUSSIA

f

Who Thirty-five Years Ago
Saw the Granite Business And Should Be Today, the Same As Beauchamp Point John C. Curtis Told Rotarians of the Unhappy Conditions
Continues To Exist At Rockport
Under Soviet Regime—Whole People On Rations
Lively At High Island

The other day a representative of
The Courier-Gazette penetrated that
official region of the Boston Herald
known as the library—a large room
crammed to the walls and ceiling with
reference matter of every description,
IP,
I •••
necessary adjunct to the business of
•*
The firefly only, shines when
a great modern newspaper like 'the
*■ on the wing; so is it with the —
Herald. The visitor, making known
mind; when once we rest, we ♦
his errand, was directed to a sturdy
darken.—Bailey.
—
gentleman of commanding appear
••• ••• .
••• ••• M ance, seated at a desk, his coat off
and every fibre of him busy. It was
Jimmy McLeod, the newspaper’s
BUSY WEEK SEEN
librarian.
“What!” he exclaimed, reading the
Three Specialists Will Visit visitor's
card. “Rockland, Maine I
Farms In Knox and Lin How's Oliver Otis and the Opinion?"
Jimmy M<?Leod, it was, who in 1895
coln Counties
worked with the granite men at High
Island.
"Yes," he said in a tide of delighted
A. K. Gardner, orchard specialist,
will be in Knox and Lincoln Counties recollection. "Them were the happy
holding apple packing demonstrations. days, but I came to Boston so long
"Tuesday at 1.30 he will be at Wal ago that I’ve lost run of the boy>
lace Robbins' orchard, Hope; Wed Thirty-five years is a good bit of time.
nesday 10 a. m., at the orchard of I was George Green's clerk and lived
J. F. Calderwood, Union and at 1.30 at the boarding-house kept by Mrs.
p. m. at Earle Hodgkins’ orchard, Lineken. I recall lots of the folks—
Jefferson. The packing of apples in McConchies, the Sleepers, Coombes,
the Western box will be demonstrated Thayers—I knew ’em all and every
body else. Johnnie Robinson—I re
as well as the apple laws discussed.
Tuesday, Ray Atherton, the new member one Saturday Johnnie taking
economic marketing specialist will be us to South Thomaston in his sail
in the county at the apple packing boat. Pretty stiff wind blowing and
demonstrations in Hope. He will also Johnnie had the sheet fast. Looked
hold a conference with County Agent as if we were going over, but George
Wentwortli Tuesday evening to dis Green out with a knife and cut the
cuss marketing of farm products in sheet. George will remember it. What
was that feller’s name—drove the
the county.
Harry Richardson, the poultry spe stage.”
“Ben Littlefield?”
cialist, will attend a meeting Friday
with County Agent Wentworth, of all
“Yes! Ben Littlefield. A great
poultry project leaders of the county. character and a fine chap altogether.
This meeting will be held at Board of Gone like the rest, of course. I often
Trade rooms, Waldoboro, and is think of those old times when granite
scheduled for 1.30 p. m. The raising was flourishing and we were all young.
of better pullets and a breeding pro Give my regards to all of those folks
gram will be taken up at the meeting. j of the Keag who may remember me.
Saturday, Oct. 11, County Agent There were a lot of good ones there.
Wentworth will attend a 4-H Club Sure you can have the cut for your
local contest in Burkettville.
| paper. Glad to see it appear again
in such good company."
Thus Jimmy McLeod, one-time
THE STATE SERIES
granite hustler at High Island, now
an indispensable cog in the great ma
Here’s a Nice Chance For chine that produces New England’s
You To Pick College Foot j .oremost metropolitan daily.
ball Champion

We make our printing say ’Hello’
. . . cordially, Interestingly, at
tractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and con
vincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.

WHY IT WAS LEVERETT POINT
t I t I I ■ t I f ■ 1 ■ • ■ ■ B

TH REE-TIM E8-A-WEEK

THREE CENTS A COPY

How may readers of The Courier- i colony, Massachusetts should be the
Gazette know that the first English final arbiter.
Close to Revolution
name borne by the point of land!
We see here how close to open
marking the northern boundary of i revolution was the commonwealth 100
Rockland harbor was Leverett? years before the war for indepen
That is the name printed upon the dence. Unfortunately her strength
that time was not equal to her
earliest charts of this part of the at
spirit. There was just one more
New England Coast, and dates locally elected Governor after Lev
from March 23, 1630, when the erett. Then ngland stepped in

A first hand story of the interior allowed to ring their bells because
workings of Soviet Russia, graphi they might disturb the working men.
cally told by a trained observer, was
In Moscow Mr. Curtis experienced
the happy program feature of yes extreme difficulty in securing any
terday's Rotary Club luncheon with sort of accommodations whatever,
John C. Curtis of Camden and Har due to the fact that all of the avail
bin, China, in the role of narrator. able rooms were utilized by work
Mr. Curtis has been the representa men employed in erecting new fac
tive of the National City Bank of tories or extending the mines etc.
New York for the past decade in Har He was fortunate in having a cot
bin and a business visit to Moscow placed in the small room of a Swissenroute home was an interesting va Russian friend. He undertook to pro
cure a bath, but the many difficulties
cation prelude.
Harbin is practically a Russian encountered convinced him that it
city and his long residence there gave was not a Russian custom. Most
Mr. Curtis a knowledge of the lan families live in a single room and fre
guage and a keen desire to see for quently sublet the corners to other
himself the actual workings of the families for economy in heating.
Soviet. Considerable difficulty was Central kitchens feed everyone, doing
experienced In securing proper cre away with home life.
All stores are operated under gov
dentials, for the Soviet welcomes
within her borders only those actively ernment monopoly with practically
useful to her in building up her in no private trade. At the store en
dustries. As a bit of preparation for trances are blackboards showing what
his stay, he took along ample sup rations may be given, working men
plies of food stuffs, having been fore getting most, officials much less and
warned as to the difficulty of procur those not actively employed almost
ing even the slimest fare in that nothing. The workmen, porters,
country, even though Itq has been waiters etc., are very difficult and
one of the world's greatest producers must be catered to and tipped enor
mously to secure even mediocre serv
of wheat.
At the border he was obliged to give ice. Prices are inordinately high
an accounting of all his money, and quality extremely poor.
Much is heard about the 5-year
jewelry and valuables as none addi
tional could be taken away on de plan to which Soviet leaders are
parture, such being Russia’s conser bending every effort. It calls for huge
vation policy. The railroad carriage increases in production and exporta
was very comfortable and the attend tion to the outside world with the
ants courteous though desiring cast completion of a great factory system.
off clothing instead of money by way No imports are permitted whatsoever
of tips. Siberia he noted as a vast, unless they are essential to Russian
rather gloomy country, sparsely manufacturing. The people are ra
settled but fertile. The ground was tioned to the harshest degree in the
heavy with snow in mid-April. It is effort to further this plan. The
of interest 'that card playing Is for speaker was exceedingly skeptical re
bidden in Russia, though the passen garding the ultimate success of the
gers were not molested during a game plan though the first year has ex
of bridge in their own compartments. ceeded expectations. He admitted
The frequent stops allowed the that it was with a sigh of relief that
passengers opportunity to note the he crossed the border into Poland
life of the communities. In all in where the grass was green, the peo
stances the people were poorly clad ple prosperous and happy and the
and the towns showing signs of decay. buildings well kept. It was at this
Small shacks on the station plat Polish railroad station that he had
forms were noted where the people his first palatable, well-cooked meal
watted in line to present their permits at a reasonable price, since crossing
to secure bread. No other supplies the opposite Russian frontier.
Guests at the session were Major
were available at these rude stores
and not even this heavy, clay like Talbot Aldrich of Boston, Harry
PLAN MEN’S WORK
bread was obtainable without a gov Norton of West Jonesport and
•
JOHN LEVERETT
ernment ration check, for all Russia Dr. E. W. Bickford of Lewiston. The
United Baptists of Maine To One Time Owner of This Eastern Part of Maine and Whose Name Three is on rations. The churches in most visiting Rotarians included Charles
of the towns had been turned into Babb. Dr. Pettaplece and Allle
Hundred Years Ago Was Borne By Rockland's Present Bay Point
Tackle
the
Proposition
storage houses, museums or clubs and Doherty of Camden, Adam C. Tuttle
anti-religious propaganda was every and A. P. Goodhue of Belfast, Frank
With System
Council of Plymouth, in England, with all her might, named the rulers where evident. Some of the larger Poland of Washington and George W.
In pursuance with a vote taken at established for settling and govern of the fractious colony and at length churches were still in use however Lawrence and Leon A. Taylor of
the Caribou session of the Con
revoked its charter.
and thronged with people, though not Lakewood. N. J.
vention board of the United Baptist ing New England, made to Beau
Leverett won distinction as a mili
Convention of Maine, the members champ and Leverett a grant of lands tary man in both the new world and
of that board now constituting the on the river St. Georges, known as the old. He served Massachusetts as
MAINE MORE FORTUNATE
state council of Baptist men, held the "Lincolnshire or Muscongus soldier. executive and diplomat.
a meeting in Waterville Wednesday Sutent." Thomas Leverett and John Apparently he was of unusually
evening.
Franklin W. Johnson, Beauchamp were gentlemen mer Ingratiating personality. He Is re
president of Colby College, and chants of that period, the latter of ported as a friend of Cromwell's and Many Milk and Factories Running Full Time—Central
prominent Baptist layman, was 1 whom never came to this country, events indicate that Charles II. liked
Maine Head Telk of Progress
chosen president of the council and though his name, then given to the him. This personal regard must
Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland point of land at Rockport, continues have largely accounted for his
was named as executive secretary, J in that connection to survive.
knighthood since the award was made
Walter S. Wyman, president of the ber of men. Although a very decided
At what time Leverett's point be ostensibly for his services In King
the latter being the present Maine
member of the executive committee came Jameson’s point we have not Philip's war although other men who Central Maine Power Company has business depression exists nationally,
of the National Council of Northern been able to ascertain, but the change took a much more active part were issued this statement to the stock I think we are more fortunate than
many of the other states in this re
from Jameson's to the present style overlooked.
Baptist Men.
holders:
spect. During the year our sales of
Leverett’s diplomatic kindergarten
The members of the convention of Bay Point was made at the time
Your company enters the last electrical appliances have been ex
board from each of the 17 Baptist of the building of the Samoset was in his own hack yard. In 1642, at
large and we believe that
associations will present the matter Hotel, in the early 90’s. On the the age of • 26, he was sent to quarter of 1930 in very good shape. ceptionally
with the idea of having the present death of the first-named patentee, treat with Miantonomo, Narragansett We have our construction well along this will have a distinctly good effect
pastor and layman, members of the the name of his son John, his heir, sachem, concerning a rumored Indian towards the finish and our financing on our business in the year to come.
convention board, and another lay continued to be associated with alliance against the settlers. Receiv to pay for this work is practically
THE PADEREWSKI CONCERT
man, constitute a committee to be these local regions, and it is not im ing the white men with all due cour completed.
The Bingham dam which is our
i
---responsible for their respective asso probable that the point of land tesy, Miantonomo, according to the
Special round-trip service and rates
ciations. unless the asociations bearing his name received a visit Winthrop Journal, “gave them very most important piece of work and
should otherwise vote, or name a dif from him at the time he came to rational answers to all their proposi which was begun two years ago is to Portland for the concert by Ignaco
ferent committee to have the matter Maine to help expell the French tions." The chieftain consented to nearing completion. The earth por Ian Paderewski, Tuesday. Oct. 28, are
frorfi these regions.
present himself to the colonial gov tion of the dam is nearly finished, being offered by the Maine Central
in charge.
L. T. Randolph, corresponding sec Interest in the name has been ernors at Boston and a satisfactory the abutment wall just east of the Railroad, these rates including
retary of the national council, in awakened by the series of articles agreement was reached—very easily, power house is practically done and
charge of the executive offices in written for the Boston Herald, in in fact, since the suspected Indian concrete is being poured in the bal Rockland, and intermediate ' ticket
New York city, explained the plan connection with the Massachusetts belligerency proved to be wholly non ance of the work as rapidly as pos stations.
sible with crews working night and The concert will be the greatest
for men’s work, told how to hold a tercentenary celebration, one of existent.
day. The highway work is pretty event of the musical season in Maine
conference in a local church and to which has dealt with the second
Became Emissary
nearly finished and within a short and the entire State will do homage
organize a layman's council therein. Leverett who was heir of the paten
later days Leverett represented time the whole operation will draw to this greatest of pianists, composers,
Each church council heads up with tee. The writer of these interest theIn interests
of the Bay Colony as to a close. Next year there will be and statesmen. The Portland con
the pastor and a general leader for ing sketches is Mason Ham. Per emissary to England,
to the Dutch In considerable to do in the way of cert will be the only one in Maine
men’s work with seven task leaders, mission to reproduce the Leverett New York, and to the
in clearing up and landscaping.
and will precede even the Boston and
for Bible study, missions. Christian sketch, which follows, is by courtesy Maine, whose subjection colonists
to Massa
It is our hope that when the great New York programs.
use of possessions, recruiting men of .the Herald:
chusetts jurisdiction Leverett was earth dam has been in place for a
This will be his 17th American tour
• • • •
for Christ, enlisting the membership,
chosen to declare.
few years It will present the appear and his fifth since his return to the
fellowship and work for boys and
In 1676 John Leverett. Governor of
As a military man we find him in ance of a natural hill and that the concert stage in 1922. He will come
youth.
Massachusetts was knighted by King England in 1644 fighting as a cap whole valley Immediately below the to Maine In The Superb, de luxe
The plan is the result of many Charles II. He thought lightly of the tain
in the parliamentary army, and
“round tables” conducted during honor and did his host, since England in Maine 10 years later commanding dam will have been restored to Its private car of the Pullman Company,
the car in which he always makes his
1928 and 1929, at Baptist gatherings, and the colony were decidedly at a company in the expedition which original beauty.
During the summer water in the home when on tour. The car has as
the purpose being to enlist the men odds, to keep it secret.
expelled the French from the Penob dam has been gradually raised until nearly as possible the appointments
of the denomination more actively
One year later Leverett openly in scot. He was twice major-general now It is about 56 feet above Its nat of a home—his piano, his own books,
in the work of the churches, and W. sulted a messenger of the King. This of
the colony, three times commander
chairs and attractive
C. Coleman of Wichita. Kansas, emissary bore a letter from his sover of the Ancient and Honorable Artil ural level. Only the very tops of the comfortable
It has its own lighting and
chairman of the national council, has eign demanding the agents he sent to lery Company and commander-in tall elm trees standing on the inter hangings.
system so that it can be side
been particularly interested and England to explain the local disregard chief, appointed in 1653, to head a vale just above the dam now show. heating
tracked without losing any comforts.
active in the matter, he being one of English laws. Leverett kept his potential army which it was for a Very soon the water will rise higher, It is connected by telephone with
of the most prominent laymen of the hat on while the King’s words were time planned to raise against the forming a beautiful lake along the each city where Paderewski stops for
main highway to Quebec.
denomination.
being read. At their conclusion he Dutch.
Work on the power house Is mov a concert. It has a special chef and
It is hoped that all of the Baptist remarked that the matter was of little
Leverett was the first of the ing along nicely and It now looks as accommodations for the pianist’s en
Churches of the State may become moment.
colonial governors to spend any con
interested in this undertaking and After leisurely deliberation, the siderable part of his youth in New though the first unit would be ready tourage of eight people.
that in addition to the churches General Court sent the King an England. He come to Boston at the for service by the middle of Decem
which have already formed councils answer, expressing, among other age of 17, and made this land his ber. Just when the plant can be put YOUR FAVORITE POEM
others may be organized and the things, the Governor’s attitude to home thereafter. His first occupation into service cannot be exactly stated
THE LADIES AID
men’s work greatly advanced during ward overseas control. Leverett, it was merchandising hut after losing except that it will, without question,
be ready before the date originally The old church bell had long been
the fall and winter months.
seems, thought that the laws of' considerable amounts of money in set which was March 31, 1931.
cracked,
Parliament were not binding on the speculative ventures he abandoned
In order to connect this new plant Its call was but a groan?
colony. He thought that, In all dis trade for statesmanship and military with our system and to furnish power It seemed to sound a funeral knell
With every broken tone
putes between England and the service.
to the Maine Seaboard Paper Com "We need a bell," the brethren said.
"But taxes must be paid;
pany’s mill at Bucksport it was nec We have no money we can spare—
SEES MUCH BUILDING
intend to build to go ahead. In gen essary for us to build about 120 miles Just ask the Ladles* Aid."
eral, conditions are also good for go of 110,000-volt line this year. This The shingles on the roof were old;
Secretary I.amont Declares That ing ahead with repairs .alterations was the largest line building pro
The rain came down In rills;
gram ever undertaken by us in a The brethren slowly shook their heads
$50,000,000,000 Will Be Spent In and improvements.”
And spoke of "monthly bills."
single
year
and
gave
a
chance
to
A
special
study
made
last
week
by
The chairman of the board arose
Next 20 Years
the committee planning for the con organize the work on a basis of
And said. "I am afraid
an average of one mile of That we shall have to lav the case
Secretary Lamont estimates that at ference, of which he is chairman, the building
Before the Ladies* Aid.’’
completed
line
on
every
working
day.
Secretary said, had given him the
least 50 billion dollars will be spent on views expressed.
The work was started at Bucks The carpet had been patched and
patched
new
residential
construction
in
the
port and carried to Bingham, a dis
Beginning Tonight, and
Till quite beyond repair.
tance of 65 miles, all on a private And
EXAMINING THE CORSAIR
United
States
during
the
next
20
through
the aisles and on the steps
Every Night Hereafter, the
right of way. From Bingham to The boards showed hard and bare.
years, and in addition about
"It
is
too
bad,"
the brethren said;
Madison
a
110,000-volt
line
was
built
J. Pierpont Morgan's yacht Corsair
"An effort must be made
$500,000,000 a year during the same
will sail in January for a cruise of last year and we are now building To raise an Interest on the part
period on maintenance and repairs of
from Madison to Lewiston, a distance
the Mediterranean, according to word of 57 miles. The work was begun on Of members of the Aid."
houses. He was discussing plans
received recently. At present the big July 10 and the completed line The preacher's stipend was behind;
The poor man blushed to meet
for a National conference on home
pleasure craft is in Todd's Dry dock reached Bingham Sept. 24, one week The grocer and the butcher as
building and home ownership which being examined for possible damage ahead of the schedule. Building be They pressed him on the street;
Will Be Open To the
nobly spoke the brethren then:
President Hoover has called.
to her hull after running aground tween Madison and Lewiston is now But
"Pastor, you shall be paid!
Public Until Midnight
“With recent drops in prices of near Dark Harbor a few weeks ago. going on and the whole line is to We’ll call uoon the treasurer
Of our good Ladles' Aid.”
building material an ample number Originally it was planned to tie the be in service Dec. 1.
In September we sold $5,000,000 "Ah!" said the men. "the way to heaven
of highly skilled building workers big yacht up for the winter.
par value of 4*4% bonds, thus com Is long and hard and steep:
available, contractors anxious to ob
slopes of care on either side.
The “Baby Grand" 18-Hole Inddbr pleting the major part of our financ With
tain work and mortgage money
The path ’tls hard to keep.
available at reasonable terms” the Golf Course, located at Fireproof ing for the year.
We cannot climb the heights alone;
hearts are sore dismayed;
Commerce Secretary continued, “con Garage, Rockland, will open about A great many of the mills and Our
ne'er shall get to heaven at all
ditions are now favorable for home Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the factories in Maine are running full I WeWithout
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.
the Ladles’ Aid!"
time and employing the usual num
builders who have the resources and fine, clean, warm course.—adv.
Unknown.

Open
until
Midnight .

Park Street Cafe
and Sea Grill

Park Street Cafe
and Sea Grill
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LOSE

A

MINUTE—SAVE A

LIFE

RAMBLES AFIELD

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 4. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddte
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the oflice of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Oct. 3. 1930. there was printed a total of
6250 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

“Safety First” Must Be Adopted As a National Motto If

Present Slaughter of Innocents Is To Be Curbed

What greater responsibility does a community have than the preser
vation of human life? The Safety First movement has taught us that most
accidents are preventable. Carelessness accounts for the destroying of
thousarids of human lives annually, through accidents that could be re
duced to a minimum if we would all' practice the habit of “safety first”
in our daily lives.
During the past score of years there has been a rapidly mounting acci
dental death rate, due to the inert using number of motor cars on our streets
and highways. It is unfortunate that this great boon to human kind
should, through carelessness, be the accidental cause of so much unneces
sary pain and grief. The automobile itself cannot be blamed—it is the
owners and drivers who must be held accountable. Adherence to the safety
first movement would mean a tremendous reduction in the loss of life
through automobile accidents. Common sense on the part of the driver
would reduce this hazard. A man who takes unnecessary chances, such as
trying to beat a train at the crossing, should have his license revoked. If
the owner w’ould inspect his car with the care that a railroad engineer
checks his locomotive, or an aviator checks his airplane, fewer people would
be killed in automobile accidents. Poor lights, faulty brakes or steering
gear, lack of safety devices such as tire chains, horns, etc., may all result in
accidents, even with a careful driver, and the remedy for this is frequent
inspection and occasional repairs.
Fire is another danger that may be avoided through proper precau
tions. Matches should be kept out of reach of young children. Inflam
mable cleaning fluids should never, under any circumstances be used or
stored near a fire. Open fires should be screened. Electrical wiring should
be properly insulated, and should be occasionally inspected. Gas burners
should be turned tightly off when not in use. See that a match is really
out before it is thrown away, and also cigarettes and cigars. Carelessness
in this respect has caused innumerable fires.
Tlink of the people you know who have been the victims of accidents.
Read the papers and make a note of the accidents reported resulting in
injuries or death. Notice how many of them are due to the carelessness of
some one. You say to yourself, "If she had waited a moment to cross the
street, she would be alive today.” Of, "if that little cut on his finger had
been treated at once his hand would have been saved," or, “That mother
should have known better than to have set that pail of hot watr on the
floor and left the room.” That is just it—we should all*know better. We
should all practice the sensible precaution of “safety first" in little things,
as well as big. In this respect, each of us is his brother's keeper. So let us
remember that sometimes the least carelessness can cause the biggest dis
aster, and make up our minds that we will not be responsible for any need
less accident.

Here, There and Yonder,

Harriett Beaton is working in the
office this week.
• • ♦ •

Out of Cartoonist Evans’ 7Y/inkwell

Touching the Alluring

Things of Nature.

The special speakers for Tuesday's
I’M./
TNumber Eighteen]
assembly were Miss Pride and Mr.
As
my
experience
with
cultivated
Blaisdell and the subject was "Foot
CLOTHING
ball in Rockland High School." After strawberries has been somewhat
a stirring speech in the interest of limited, perhaps the few items I
DBA, IN
increased sale of season tickets Miss mention here may not be of any
President Hoover has no associa
Pride read the following from "The particular value to the general
ACTION
tion, either by nature or reason of his
leader, and yet I may possibly be the
North Star:
For the benefit of tire football fans means of helping some beginner to
public position, with the gloomy
whose enthusiasm exceeds their a slight extent therefore I feel im
pessimists, who affect to discover in
knowledge of the game, we print the pelled to tell what little I know of |
the present season of depression no
1930 signals, used by officials to de the business, remembering that when
hope for the country's business future.
I began I had to “go it blind" with
note penalties etc.
Signal 1. (illegal forward pass)— not a soul to give me the benefit of
Addressing the American Bankers’
Referee places left foot behind right even one item of personal experience, j
Association at Cleveland he registered
One of the first things of importance
ear and whistles "Yankee Doodle.
his fullest confidence, pointing out to
Signal 2.—(Failure to report or which I learned was that nearly every
his hearers that conditions now com
communication! Time keeper takes one of the wonderful crops raised (in
catalogues and newspapers) were in
out pistol and shoo’s the offender
plained of "will be shortened largely
Signal 3 (Safety)—Referee sets some other state than Maine.
to the degree that you feel you can
"Stop" signs on each five-yard line
» • • •
prudently, by counsel and specific
4"
and the umpire drives a flivver down r saw pictures of huge strawberry '
assistance, instill into your clients
the field, stopping at each one.
crops being gathered in the midst of 1
Signal 4 (A score)—Referee clicks a driving snow storm; crates of '
from industry, agriculture and com
heels together and shouts "Whoopit berries loaded into a farm wagon in
merce a feeling of assurance—and he
After proper interval the crowd fol November, and undepreath these pic
added.
lows suit.
tures were accounts of the prices one
XltTfH.
There are a few folks in business
Signal 5 (All plays called off) — could always get for these fall-bear
rCM1tF,MJWrt
and several folks in the political
Referee, umpire and timekeeper pack ing or ever-bearing strawberries. At
world who resent the notion that
Gladstone bags and take the first that time I took no stock in such
‘ MAKI A]
things will ever get better and who
train for, „Canada.
rT
____
stories,
but
confined
my
efforts
to
the
OW
Will
wish to enjoy our temporary misery.
S?^naiLlLn'!.e^2„L'„,
„f ordinary kinds, such as Senator Dun
«(?'■
To recount to these persons the
If the referee is found at the end of lap, Corsican, etc.
CRACKJU
progress of cooperation between the
scrimmage, with shirt torn off, right
* * * *
people and the government in ameli
leg on left side, and his ears under
oration of this situation, or to men
his chin, it indicates unnecessary The work of tending the vines, re- ;
setting each year, picking the fruit, I
tion that we are suffering far less
roughness.
COM! ON,
than other countries, or that savings
Mr. Blaisdell's talk was in more loading the baskets into market bas- I
are piling up in the banks, or that our
serious vein, dealing with the place kets and carrying them by hand from ,
\
LIT’/
people are paying off installment pur
of athletics in the life of the students house to house proved too much for j
one
lone
woman
to
accomplish
with
chases, that abundant capital is now
iSTAftT
and the obligation of the students to
the rest of the farm work which
pressing for new ventures and em
the school. He closed with the fol all
I
had
undertaken
at
that
time,
so
ployment, only inspires the unkind
lowing by LaRue Van Meter Athletic
WATCH
after five or six years I gave it up.
retort that we should fix our gaze
Director of Johnston City. Ill.
POA U<
solely upon the unhappy features of
Sportsmanship (with apologies to but during that time I had learned
the decline. And. above all, to chide
-I
St. Paul)—Though I play with the several things which may be of bene
IN TMC.
to other beginners. And now I am
the pessimism of persons who have
dash ol an All-American and have fit
IPAPOI
starting
a
small
bed
of
the
fall
bear

assumed the end of those mighty
not sportsmanshio, I am become as a ing berries, with which I am much !
forces which for 150 years have driven
bully and a four-flusher. And though
this land further and further toward
I have the understanding of the pleased so far, though I do not expect I
that great human goal—the abolition
game, and can perform with skill, to reap any financial benefits there
of intellectual and economic pov
and have the power to crash any line, from. ’
• « • •
erty—is perhaps not a sympathetic
and have not sportsmanship, I am
approach. Nevertheless, I always
One year when working with the ;
nothing.
WHAT HUNTERS SHOULD KNOW
have been, and I remain, an un
And though I have all courage to ordinary berries. I raised a crop of ,
quenchable believer in the resistless,
fight against any odds, and though oats and as an experiment I covered
dynamic power of American enter
I have the "will to win," and have about half my strawberry bed with .
prise. This is no time—an audience
Season Already On and Deer Season Coming— not sportsmanship, it profiteth me oat straw, after the ground had ;
Bird
of American leaders of business is
frozen in the fall. On taking this off
nothing.
no place—to talk of any surrender.
Epitome of the State Laws
The sportsman does not disappoint in spring I found the plants which
his friends by poor work in the class had not been covered were in much
room. The sportsman tenvieth net: better condition than the covered
The death last week of a Rockland
and they also started blooming
citizen marked the severing of local Now is the time when Maine hunt- j No person shall tear down any vaunteth not himself, is not puffed ones
first. However this was only during 1
ers
Should
be
familiar
with
the
laws
fence,
or
leave
open
any
^te
trample
up.
association with an industry that in
The sportsrq^n playeth hard that one winter, and with only two varie- ;
that recreation, length of or destroy any crops whilebant'
the palmy days of shipbuilding was governing
EovtrnuiK I
hunting for wild birds or the game may be worth the m.pttle ties, so perhaps other varieties or !
Sunday
k
(fix
etc.
perhaps a different kind of winter
carried on in every New England port. seasons
of his opponents.
Sept. 16 saw the opening of the animals is prohibited.
“
Good
humor,
good
manners,
and
good
clothes
belong in the
Doth not bahave himself unseemly, might prove my theory to be wrong,
We allude to the manufacture of season on ducks and snipe, with a
Not more than 12 live decoys shall
but
at
present
I
feel
that
it
is
but
a
seeketh
more
than
mere
victory,
’
s
tame
company,
”
says
Jay
B.
Evans,
art
:
st
and
advertising
ships' water tanks and casks, a daily limit of 10; brant, with a daily be used in one flock when hunting
not easily provoked, thinketh no waste of time and effort to cover
waterfowl.
No
flock
shall
be
set
limit
of
8;
geese,
with
a
daily
limit
of
man.
He
will
draw
a
comic
strip
for
J.
F.
GREGORY
SONS
product of skilled workmanship and
doth not crab; re- strawberry plants in winter.
4: and coots, with a daily limit of 25. within 50 yards of a flock set or be maliciousness,
• • » •
in that day indispensable to every The
joiceth
not
in
dirty
tactics,
but
reCO.
It
will
appear
in
this
paper
regularly.
WATCH
FOR
season on all of these birds closes ing set. Only one flock allowed to a
One summer, just before a rain- I
vessel's equipment. For half a cen Dec. 31. The season on partridge and blind or boat. No boat shall be in joiceth in clean play; bearetli the
IT!
storm when the plants were just com- (
tury Leonard Campbell carried on the woodcock opened Oct. 1 and closes said waters earlier than one and responsibility of the team's morale, ing into bloom, I scattered nitrate of
believeth in the team as a whole,
one-half
hours
before
sunrise
for
the
Oct.
31,
the
daily
limit
on
each
being
business in this city. The spot on
soda along the rows, and that year I '
purpose of hunting nor shall any hopeth for victory to the very end.
__________
Main street where his cooper-shop four birds, the season limit being 25. duck decoys be allowed to remain in
The sportsman remembereth to set raised the largest strawberries and j
The deer hunting season in the
stood is now occupied by the Bick northern counties opens Oct. 16 and said waters between the hour of sun worthy goals in life and to determine the biggest crop in my whole expert- |
Silk. bm. (Chappelle) 7 4 12
THE “SCOTTY" RACES Worthy
to attain them, that the day: of ence. I had read of this method in j ciple about phosphate which should
Marjorie M . brm. (Carney).... 5 3 2 1
nell block. It was a place much closes Nov. 30, while the season in set and one hour before sunrise.
When
some
agricultural
paper,
and
I
was
!
warn
one
to
use
it
cautiously
”
”
■"
Billy
Direct,
bg. (Kelley) ....... 3 2 7 4
It is unlawful to hunt from an au anxious parents may be honoree;
resorted to by the youth of that time, the southern counties (with the ex
sprinkled on angle worms, for in«Susie Waits, chm (Taylor) 2 5 4 ro
well satisfied with the result.
The
sportsman
never
faileth;
but
tomobile
or
have
a
loaded
gun
in
or
Bob
Braden,
bg (Meader) ..... 4 7 ro
Turf
Fans
Found
Good
Sport
« • • «
stance, they begin writhing as if in
attracted by the art of the workman ception of Washington and Hancock upon said automobile.
whether there be braggarts they
Nowaday Mac. bg. (Hughes) 0 6 5 ro
counties) opens Nov. 1 and closes
pain
and
in
a
few
minutes
every
I have a friend who uses nothing
and the fragrance of the worked-in Nov. 30. The season in Washington
At the Lincoln County Time. 2.13)4. 2.1234. 2.13’4, 2.15.
Possession, sale, or use of silencers shall fail: whether there be bluffers,
dies.
Postilion, owned and driven by Elthey shall not win; for we know not but hen dressing on ins place and his worm curls up and
oak and pine that filled the air. and Hancock opens Nov. 1. and closes is prohibited.
•
*
•
*
Fair This Week
win Foye of Gardiner, and Sanito of
The use of poisor^ snares, nets, what next play shall bring in yardage success with all kinds of berries is
Leonard Campbell did a flourishing Dec. 15. The season's limit is one
I frequently have inquiries about
Thomas Kelly stable of Bangor
swivel, pivot or set guns is prohibited and the game is not over until the phenomenal. I have seen his black poison ivy. I will quote what a well , Clever' drivers Lot after the the
business, for he was a skilled and deer of either sex.
and driven by Pierce Chappelle were
berry canes with their luscious fruit
last whistle.
Under
Federal
regulations,
there
is
the
taking
of
wild
birds
or
animals.
honest workmen and his tanks and
When the game is over, the sports hanging far above my head, while I known authority says about calcium money, some good horses and lots of even up at the end of a five heat bat
open season on shore birds except' The use of dogs in hunting deer man is not ashamed of the elation ol cannot reach the tops of cither these chlorate using one pound in one to them made no end of excitement tle in the 2.20 trot Thursday. The
casks were demanded all over east no
is
prohibited,
and
any
dog
found
woodcock and Wilson's snipe.
two gallons of water, and spraying Wednesday afternoon on the old judges decided the fourth heat a dead
victory, yet covereth up to avoid too or his raspberry canes.
ern Maine. Then he died, and his
Hunting of wild animals is prohi chasing a deer or moose may be killed much display: when the game is lost,
when the leaves are moist with dew Damariscotta race-track providing heat. After the race first money was
• • • •
son James stepped into his shoes. He bited from an hour after sunset to by an officer.
as this holds the dust and the water | the entertainment for a good crowd awarded to Sanitos, and Foye im
doth not alibi and find fault.
1 Last year during the first part of
Any resident, or a member of the
mediately entered formal protest, and
too was skilled at the trade, and car an hour before sunrise. Hunting of
When I was a child, I was un September I set out about a dozen soon dissolves the powder. It has i at the Lincoln County fair.
a sure destroyer of this pest so
the purse payment was deferred until
ried on the traditions of the shop wild birds is prohibited from sunset immediate family, may hunt on land trained in sportsmanship and may Mastodon strawberry plants and proven
The
scoring
was
scrappy
and
many
common along the walls and rocks in of the finishes under the whip. Ish settlement of the question Friday.
owned or leased by him and used have been unseemly; but now that I
to one-half hour before sunrise.
these
bore
a
very
satisfactory
crop
for high-grade work. But the iron
the old fields. The leaves are much j Patterson landed Miss Quincy of the
Residents under 18 years of age exclusively for agricultural purposes am become a man I shall be generous.
Kinney Silk took the $600 freethe next July, though I was told to
ship had arrived and the day of do not need a license to hunt.
without a license.
For now we see but faintly how things pick off the blossoms and not allow like the woodbine save that the ivy Simmons stable a winner in the 2.14 for-all in straight heats, the small
wooden tanks was over. « Gradually
The sale, possession and use of a shall appear to us when many years them to bear at that time If I wanted has but three leaves to a stem while class after dropping a heat to the number of starters proving a disap
Non-residents under 18 years of
this business of the cooper narrowed age must file the written consent of jacklight, or any light fitted for night hence we shall remember these days. berries in the fall. But I couldn't the woodbine has five making it easy Bangor mare Sassie Marie, driven by pointment in such a rich purse.
the two.
The Northern Knight was the third
And now abideth courage, "will to wait so long so I let them have their to distinguish between
Pierce Chappells.
and then altogether ceased. And so their parent or guardian before they hunting, is prohibited.
Adella F. Veazle
Hunting
in
a
Game
Sanctuary
is
can
buy
a
license
to
hunt.
win,
'
sportsmanship,
these
three;
but
Hejiry Clukey with his old reliable Bangor horse to grab first money.
own way about the matter. During
in his passing James W. Campbell
Rankin
street,
Rockland.
Non-residents of any age must buy prohibited.
the greatest of these is sportsman the last part of August they again
Ifarwah seemed to have the 2.19 Henry Clukey of Rockland easily won
closed the final chapter of what our a license before they can hunt.
The hunting of any sea birds, duck ship.
‘ Bells, The
sewed up with two heats but compe- the 2.23 class with Jingle
came into bloom with many clusters
city one time knew as a prosperous
Marty Attain Distinction
* • « •
No person shall sell, give away or or waterfowl in any inland or tidal
tition. prolonged the race until next. summary:
| to each plant though not all matur
buy any deer meat to be carried or waters or from a power-propelled
industry.
2.20 Trot—Purse S300
Paul Merriam, chef, reports the ing, and now I go out two or three
The eagerness with which life in day as Chappelle went ln with
chg (Foye) ..... 12 10
transported beyond the limits of the boat is prohibited.
lunch room business for the week as times each week and treat myself surance salesmen seek to place their Worthy Silk for a heat and then Postilion,
Sanito.
b!k
(Chappelle .... 212
0
State of Maine.
Androscoggin. York, Cumberland. follows: Tuesday, ice cream three to ripe strawberries, though only a work upon a high professional Tifcsis Marjorie M. showed her stuff and Hollywood the Great, bg.
The emancipation of woman goes
j
beat
’
em
out.
It
ought
to
be
a
hot
Deer must be transported open to and Sagadahoc Counties open season, j gallons; Thursday, sandwiches, nine few at a time—perhaps half a dozen is
(Taylor)
................
4
3
4
4
___illustrated
______ by the increasing nunisteadily forward. For generations view and labeled with the name and Oct. 1 to Feb. 28. All other counties, (dozen; Monday, Wednesday and FriRuth Rose bm. (Kelley)
4 3 4 4
or so. I put bone meal under them ' her who are devoting sturdy to the j time in the race-off.
Time. 2.19'm. 2.18 2.19. 2 15. 21644Red Hanifan took the 2 30 with Lu
mother baked the family bread. Who address of the owner, accompanied by Oct. 1 to March 31.
day, hot dogs about twelve dozen a last year when setting them out and principles and practices of life protec
Free-For-All—Purse S600
Open season on gray squirrels Oct. day.
can forget the fragrance and the the owner, and identified at one of
they have not been fertilized since. tion as set forth in prescribed courses. Hall, entry of the Waldoboro Garage. Kinney Silk. chg. (Chappelle .... 1 1
the places designated by the Com 1 to Oct. 31. except in parks and in
“ipei ......... 2 2
Direct, bm. (PiperI
• * * *
They are full of runners which I am Examinations were held in 36 col M. I. Colline of Gorham was starter Betty
toothsomencss of the symmetrical missioner
Watson B. Jr. blkg. (Kelley)
and had a busy afternoon.
of Inland Fisheries and compact or built-up portions of cities
allowing
to
remain,
in
order
to
have
leges
and
universities
throughout
the
Time, 2.151:. 2.11)4, 2.11)i.
The Harmonica Club is very proud
loaf, touched with the gentle brown Game.
The summary.
or villages.
2.18 Mixed—Purse $300
of its director, Edwin Robinson, who more plants next year, when I shall United States and Japan in June, for
of the oven. Now multiplied bakeries
The Northern Knight, bg. Don
2.14
Mixed
—
Purse
$300
give
them
an
extra
dose
of
fertilizer
the award of Ihe official degree of Miss Quincy, bm. (Patterson) 113
won ihe chromatic harp recently
nelly ................................ -............... 1
have commercialized this one-time
Miss Abbe. brm. (Clukey)
..... 2
Chartered Life Underwriters (C.L.U.) Sassie Marie, bm. (Chappelle) 2 5 1
Thomaston offered as first prize in the har and expect a big crop.
THE NOVEMBER TERM Luther A. Clark,
Expressive Guy. rh. (Chappelle) 3
universal household activity and
The high standard; required can lie Gaiety McGregor, bm. (HjnWalter S. Dunbar.
Camd°n monica contest staged at the Park
Time. 2.14’,. 2.1544. 2.14.
afln) ........................................... 3 7 2
mother gets her loaf of bread from
Andrew V. Elmore,
When planting fine flower seeds appreciated from the fact that up to Peter Bingen, bg. (Kelley) .... 6 2 4
2.23 .Mixed—Purse $250
Camden Theatre.
Justice Manser Will Preside Albert
Jingle Belles, brm. (Clukey) ..... 1
F. Graves, South Thomaston
wait until the young plants appear date only 209 salesmen have suc Peter Azof!, chg. (Bean) ...... 7 3 6
the grocery store. Moreover, the ;
EmllyJune. bm. (Meader) ........... 4
The
Sheik,
bg.
(Meader)
......
4
4
7
D. Haskell
Friday evening the gymnasium was before putting on phosphate, for I ceeded in passing the examinations Vi Directum, bg. (Clukey) .... 5 6 5
Warren
Peter Brooks, bg. (Foie) ............... 2
—Seven Women Drawn George
bakers have brought the performance
George <F. Lewis
North Haven the scene of a unique social given by have knowm of several cases—my own successfully. More than eight times
Joe Hal, blk. g. tIrving) ............... 3
Time. 2.11. 2.14. 2.2144. 2 15
to such a point of refinement that
Time, 2.13)4. 2.19, 2.19)i.
2.30 Class—Purse $250
Charles Livingston, Jr
For Jury Service
Owl's Head the Sophomores under the guidance , included—where, though the phos as many students took the examina
Lu
Hall,
bg.
(Hanafin)
.............
1
1
mother can buy the loaf already cut
Carl Merrifield,
Hone of Miss Pride, Miss Hunter and Miss phate was thoroughly mixed with the tions this year as made the attempt Ruth Rose. bm. (Kellev) ........... 2 2
The November term of Knox Patrick A. McAuliff,
Rockland Carswell The room was decora’ed in earth, yet all fine seeds planted two years ago.
Certainly no sane person believes
The Unknown, bm. (Carleton) 3 3" ,3
into neat slices. Thus one by one
Prescott, roa. (Reed) ................... ds
T. McCorrison,
Appleton the school colors with a profusion of therein refused to germinate, while
that for many years we can unravel
woman finds these former burdens County Superior Court, which con Joshua
—
Time.
2.18.
2.19.
2.20
venes on the 4th will bring to Rock Mrs. Susie E. Moran,
Rockland banners and cozy corners made in seeds from the same packet planted
the Eighteenth Amendment.—Rob2.19 Mixed—Purse $250 (Unfinished)
Evidently the drv vote in Illinois i Harwah,
removed. It gives her that more land another member of the bench Atwood B. Norton,
Rockland viting with collegiate pillows. The without phosphate, came up readily.
bg. (Clukey) ............ 113 3 ert La Follette.
will
be
Ruthless.
—
Dallas
News.
time for bridge.
Rockland program included an Interesting drill ThcTe seems to be a murderous prinwho has never previously served Karl E. O'Brien,
Cushing under the direction of Miss Carswell
here—Associate Justice Harry Man Alfred H. Orne,
Miles G. Pitcher,
ser of Auburn.
Washington in which the following “made their
No. 2371. Reserve District No, 1.
The observance of Theodore Roose- 1 These grand jurors have been Fred Pratt,
St. George letter:”
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
vclt's birthday by the public schools drawn for the year 1930-1931:
Mrs. Geneva M. Prescott,
Union
Carl Philbrook, Stanley Gr.y. Con
—OF TflE— .
Union Alphonso S. Prince.
Camden stance Joy, Merton Sumner, Rose
of Maine is recommended bj’ the com- ’ Lucius F. Barker
St. George Whitmore, Lawrence Crane, Tony
Rockland Mrs- Myrtle Taylor,
missioner of education, Bertram A. William F. Brawn,
Warren Accardi,
Rockport Clarence B. Tolman,
Herman Farrow,
Wc started house-keeping in a very good locality, but our rent,
Robert Allen, Leander
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
Packard, and he has written the Frank L. Gilmore,
Camden James A. Williamson,
Thomaston Thomas. Bernadette Snow, Gladys
$20.60 per month, was rather expensive for those days, and after a
school superintendents to that effect. Chester B. Hall,
Friendship Overlock, Herbert Spear. Merle Wins Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business Sept. 24, 1930
Warrpn ' Dalton Wotton,
Hope Carl H. Young,
Matinicus low, Marion Johnson. This was fol
while we began to think that our landlord had the better part of
The career and character of Roose Herbert Hardy.
RESOU RCE3
Thomaston I
lowed by a pantomime, “Betty Co-ed" : Loans and discounts ...........................................................................................
$666 967 25
velt present a wealth of material Mathew K. Lineken,
the bargain, for at the end of seven years we had paid him $1680.09,
HOW
THE
VOTE
STOOD
i
Overdrafts
................................................................................................................
Harold Linscott,
Washington j
21 47
directed by Miss Pride, with the fol- United States Government securities owned ........................................................ „..... ..
which may profitably be considered George A. McCarter,
102,974 41
and the eighty-four rent receipts didn't seem worth much. Mary
Cushing '
lowing cast: Helen Rubenstein I Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ...................-.......................... 1.950
1.950 793
793 25
25
by the young. We fancy the com Edward S. Mullen,
Rockland Canvass of the State Election Re- (Betty), Everett Frohock, Mildred Banking house. $20,000. Furniture and fixtures. $118.05 ...................
20 113 05
was a thrifty body, and as soon as we were married she commenced
Rockland ; turns Gives White s Majority of Sweeney, Mary Ginn, Frank Harding. Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ...................................................................
92.044 65
missioner's suggestion will receive Burleigh C. Nash.
Cash and due from banks ....................................................................................
140 204 11
Mrs. Mary R. Ness,
to deposit $10.00 each month with the ROCKLAND LOAN AND
Appleton
32,703 Votes
general recognition.
Outside checks and other cash Items ................................................................
7.509 2?
James W. D. Pendleton North Haven !
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treas
Largest Agency's Biggest Month
BUILDING ASSOCIATION, ^so when our rent receipts showed
urer
.....
.
................
................................................
..................................................
Scott A. Rackliff, South Thomaston
4,250 00
Wallace H. White, Jr., of Lewiston,
A Pittsburgh organization that Is Other assets .................................................................................................
The coming week is set apart to be Weston H. Rivers.
2.379 02
$1680.00 spent, our deposit book showed $1043.00 saved. That would
St. George successful Republican candidate for
said to be the largest life Insurance k
observed as Fire Week. None will Mrs. Mabel F. Sherman, Rockland the United States Senate in the agency
$2,987,261 43
have bought a good car, but Mary wouldn't have it so, and we start
in the world, wrote the largest
Owl’s Hpad September election, polled 32,703
deny that it is an anniversary deserv Orrin Smith,
LIABIL ITIES
volume
of
business
last
July
that
it
ed house hunting. After a tjme we found a very comfortable place
William N. Staples,
Vinalhaven votes .more than Frank H. Haskell, j
$100,000 00
ing practical recognition. The pub Allie J. Sterling.
ever had written in that month in any Capital stock paid ln ...........................................«...............................................
Friendship
at $3030.00 which accommodated^ the family, now increased by two
100.000 00
Democratic candidate, ac year of its history. Protection Surplus ...........................................................................................................................
lic schools will doubtless observe it Those drawn for traverse jury duty Portland
profits—net ............................................................................................
80.552 30
cording to tabulations completed amounting to more than $7.200,960 Undivided
Reserves
for
interest,
taxes,
and
other
expenses
accrued
and
un

fine kiddies. Using our savings just mentioned as a down payment,
With the practice of their fire drills. • November term only) are:
Wednesday by the Governor and
paid ....................................................... ...................................................................
30,000 09
Rockland Council. White had 88,262 votes, and was provided for 1.275 families dur Circulating notes outstanding ....................... „...................................................
85,000 00
The householder will have an eye to Mrs. Elsie Allen,
we borrowed $2000.00 of the Association and commenced the pay
ing the month hy this agency, involv Due to banks. Including certified and cashiers’ checks outstand
Albion S. Bartlett,
Rockland Haskell, 56,559.
his chimneys and the smoke-pipes, Mi s. Maliel F. Brewster,
ing ............................................................................................................................
330 00
ing more than $162,000 in premiums
ments of $20.00 per month on the loan. That was twelve years ago.
Rockland
for Congressional candidates, for the month.
Demand deposits .........................................................................................................
291.712 11
with consideration also to the matter George W. Butler
Rockport asVotes
Time deposits ..............................................................................................................
2,295.453
2.295.453 85
We have just made our last payment. The home is now ours. The
shown
by
this
tabulation,
were:
,
United States deposits ......................................................................................
of culch-about the premises. There Aurelius A. Calderwood, Vinalhaven Carroll L. Beedy, Portland, Republi- j
355 85
Other liabilities ....................................................................................................
3,847 38
Association has cancelled the loan and paid us $30.00, and we have
Vinalhaven can. msv
There
are
enough
wheels
turning
are fire hazards everywhere, apt to Lafayette C. Carver,
First isibtricv,
District, 450,
23,434;
F.
ton, Thomas
inunitis r.
ir
•.
5'
Locke. Biddeford. Democrat, 14.741: ^thmo h,.t mnL™ wproducins
Total ............................................................................................. ......................... $2,987,261* 49
burned the mortgage. Can't you see why Mary and I arc boosters
be unnoticed and neglected until they
_ ... Nnrwnv Seennr)
„
. anything but mileage.—EaStOll Ex- State of Maine, County of Knox. ss.
Donald B, Pnrtrirtcp
Partridge, Norway, Second Dr
give sudden and costly manifestation. the business section of the city would
for the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION and
I.
E.
F.
Berry.
Cashier
of
the
above-named
bank,
do
solemnly
swear
that
the
Ditsrict. 23.330; Albert Beliveau.
There may be basements in business disclose conditions that call for clear Rumford, 18,943: John E. Nelson, —------- —---- '■--------------------- ----- - above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
advise other renters to go and do likewise? Call at the office of the
E. F. BERRY. Cashier.
places that could in this week come ing-up—accumulations of debris that Augusta, Third District, 25,109; Leo Republican poled 82,216 votes to be
Association. No. 18 School Street, and learn all about this wonder
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3d day of October. 1930.
in profitably for examination. And are innocent in themselves, but at the D. Lamond, Eastport, 13,948; Donald re-elected State Auditor over Helen
WALTER H. BUTLER. Notary Public.
ful plan for securing a home.
Correst—Attest:
we suspect, should the authorities suggestion of the careless match of F. Snow, Bangor, Fourth District,, N- Hanson, Democrat, who polled
15,199;
Clinton
C.
Stevens,
Bangor,
55,097.
The
official
vote
for
GovA. S. BAKER
MARY'S HUSBAND
give them a seasonable look-over, the the discarded cigaret become poten 7,839. .
ENSIGN OTIS
ernor will be canvassed by the Leg
[Seal]
C. I. BURROWS
rear of many premises adjacent to tial with menace to property.
Elbert D. Hayford, Farmingdale, islature.
Directors

Trust ye in the Lord forever: for
in the Lord, Jehovah is everlasting
strength.—Isaiah 26:4.

BOV FRIIMO2
VOUiLOOK.
tWBUL

E
vans
fy
Noted Humorist and Cartoonist
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Every-Other-Day
Mrs. Pierre L. Havener will substiTALK OF THE TOWN jI tutc
for Mrs. E. R. Veazie as soprano
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct 4- I Football) Rockland High vs
Crosby High (Belfast) at Community1

in the Universalist Quartet tomorrow
morning.

first meeting of Blue Bonnet
Pomona Orange meets Troop.Girl ScouU takes place MonValley Grange, Burkett- , day afternoon, Oct. 13. at trie Universalist vestry at 4 o’clock.
The

Poct. 4—Knox
with Medomak
vllle.
Oct. 6—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mrs. H. B. Fales
Mrs. Belle Frost, district deputy
Oct. 11—Limerock Valley
Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Wessaweskeag worthy grand matron, goes Monday
Grange. South Thomaston.
to Vinalhaven where she will inspect
Oct. 22-24 Annual State teachers’ conven
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.
tion in Bangor.
Oct. 24-26—State Christian Endeavor
Convention, First Baptist Church.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Oct. 23 Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Fanil Bureau.
Tuesday evening. There will be no
Nov. 4-Miriam Rebekah Lodge gives
supper. Among the coming activities
fair and supper.
of the Lodge are the fair and public
Nov. 4 - Superior Court convenes.
No\. 5—0. S. Army Band at strand | ?upper to be held Nov. 4.
Theatre.
Nov. 7 —Penobscot View Grange holds
annual fair.
The Woman's Missionary Society
Nov 21-22-Rockport's Big Carnival
connected with the First Baptist
and Food Fair.

Mrs. Frances Perry entertained
Thursday afternoon the Jolly Six
Club at her home.
.
---•»
The BPW Club is to hold one of
its popular bridge parties Monday
evening at the rooms.

Church will meet in the chapel
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30.

AN

ICE

SKATING

RINK

Will Be Established By Rockland High School Thanks To
Efforts of Graduating Classes
The Rockland High School Alumni i William J. Sullivan and Mrs. Clara
Association’s interest in the good old I Curtis.
Principal Blaisdell was ready with
Lincoln street institution was shown helpful
suggestions, and one of these
vzhen classes which have left the was that a portion of the fund be
school raised $750 for such better devoted to the construction of an ice
ments at the building as might be skating rink, similar to the one in
decided upon. The class of 1906 did use by Cony High School in Augusta
an especially good chore toward the This rink would not only serve the
raising of this fund, holding suppers purpose of hockey games, but could
and securing voluntary pledges from i be used for skating by the students
its members.
I and such citizens who might care
The disposal of this fund was left 1 to enjoy the privilege. It is possible
in the hands of a committee appoint- ; that Principal Perkins of Cony High
ed at the last meeting of the Alumni I may be asked to come here with an
Association. Thursday night this explanation of the details.
committee met at the auditorium, • The committee voted to apportion
with these members present: Donald $200 for a rink. It also voted to ap
L. Karl, Mrs. Grace Veazie, Raymond propriate $300 for 150 lockers, which
Perry, Dr. Linwood T. Rogers. Joseph will probably be installed in the gymEmery. Miss Beth Hager, Herman , nasium. The remainder of the money
Hart (president of the Association), will serve as a contingent fund.

The Trial of Jesus Christ
II—The Arraignment
After Jesus’ arrest the ciders,
representing the commonwealth,
the chief priests and scribes came
together and led him into their
council, the Municipal Court of
Jewry. Accused, Jesus answered
never a word. Not until the High
Priest arose and said '< adjure
you by the living God." Jesus
had to plead. Subtly they accused
him, saying “Art thou the Christ?
tell us." He answered, “If I tell
you, ye will not believe; and if I
also ask you, ye will not answer
me, nor let me go."
Immediately, to prove the in
sincerity of his arraignment, he
made the following general state
ment to the Court:
"Heretofore shall the Son of
Man sit on the right hand of the
power of God.” There was no
blasphemy in this broad assertion,
but quickly they cross-examined.
Note carefully. “Then said they
all. Art thou the Son of God?”
Refusing to be entangled, he
answered, “ye say that I am:”
Then the examiners said, “May
it please the Court, what need wc
any further witness? For we our
selves have heard of his own
mouth." As the council could not
pronounce sentence of death; the
case must be brought before the
Roman courts. “And so they led
him unto Pilate.”
W. A. H.

Two Specials On Sale Today
LADY PERRERELL

HOSIERY

Sheets and Cases

Pure Silk

Picot Top

«
Boxed Sets with beautiful colored

Full Fashioned, Guaranteed Firsts
hems; all firsts
Earl Smith who has been at Bar
This remarkable hose has the want
1 Sheet, 81x99
Harbor and vicinity for several
months in the employ of the New
ed French heel with step-up guards
2 Cases, 42x38J/2
England Telephone & Telegraph
and reinforced silk foot. You would
Company has returned home.
That
Golden
Bantam
corn
is
more
The Day of Atonement or Yorn
Rpbekah Lodge and Knox
expect to pay 1.65 for hosiery like
Carpenters’ and Joiners’ Union
than ever, now that it has
K.ppur saw large gatherings at both
a jolnt instaUation delicious
meets Tuesday evening at 7.30.
been pipped a bit by the frost.
of the local Jewish synagogues.
Im- Thubrsd
Pvening 8t odd Fellows
this. All the new fall colors.
Colors: Rose, Blue, Maize, Orchid,
Mrs. Anna Coombs Paulitz is the
pressive services were held.
hall at 7.30. Each member of the
owner
of
one
of
the
new
free
wheel

Roy Patterson is having his annual
Nile
District Deputy A. H. Newbert, and ^Rebckah
18 prlVileged *
vacation from Moor’s drugstore. ing Dictator 8s.
$1.00
two
guests.
Boston, as usual, is included in his
his suite, will be present at the in
Buy
these
for
Christmas gifts
A
bad
scare
and
a
few
scratches
stallation of Penobscot Encampment, Ralph Choate goes out tonight itinerary.
sent young Willard Ryan of 3 Achorn
I.O.O.F., in Belfast Nov. 7.
„
.,
, street to Knox Hospital yesterday,
from the J. A. Jameson Company 3 ,,„
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
FFonL North Haven comes the word aRpr be had been knocked down by
The old tramp chair which has store for his annual vacation, part of that the townspeople are proud of a Camden truck near A. D. Bird’s
been featured b*y several generations which he expects to spend in Boston, Capt. Roderick Gillis’ feat in dock store at the Northend. He was soon
BORN
of news writers has made its re taking in the big parade of the ing the first coal steamer at the Port ready for further adventures.
Sian'Endealo^led by Kenneth i ousHEE^AtRAppieton.^
American
Legion.
He
will
be
accom-.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
land
terminal
appearance in some of the State
by Mrs. Choate and daughter
Portland, Maine
Hooper at 6.15. The people s evening . Grace.
papers.
, panied
„
Leave
it
to
Eddie
Blackington
to
___
Dorothy,
Family Washings
service is at 7.15 and the hymns for murch—At Wheeler Bay. Sept. —. to Quality Work,
The Sunshine Society will meet find something out of the ordinary.
thp ”bic sine” selected by the KaiMr. and Mrs. Malcolm Murch (Lena
Called For and Delivered
A well baby conference will be held i
Monday afternoon at the home of yesterday it was a large patch of
loch cfass Who will have seats of j Barnes,, a daughter. Janice Joy.
Parcel Delivery Service
at the Red Cross rooms, 497 Main { The first meeting of Lady Knox Mrs. Nettie Griffin, 16 Berkeley , blue violets ln full bloom on the sumhonor at the service. The quartet
street Monday afternoon from 2 to j Chapter D.A.R. will be held Mbnday street. This is the annual meeting mer estate of A. B. Craven at FriendDIED '
Walter
Dorgan, Tei. 106R
j ship.
4 p. m. Babies and pre-school otill- afternoon at 2.30 at the home of and all are asked to attend.
will sing. I Hear Thy Voice," Lang, ' WALLACE—At Lawry. Sept. 29. David S.
Wallace, aged 71 years, 10 months.
Mrs. Suella Sheldon, regent, Masonic
and “O Come To My Heart Lord
dren are welcomed to this clinic.
street, with Mrs. Mary Cooper, assist
Cap’n Fred Cheyne of Central Fire The story of the Bucksport paper Dr. James P. O’Brien, President of Jesus,” Ambrose. Mr. MacDonald HOOPER—At Port Clyde. Oct. 3. Kate
(Henderson), wife of Edmund S.
A SENTIMENT
will give the last sermon in the series
New Orleans, will
Robert Boyle, manager of Park ing hostess. There will be a speaker. Station went smelt fishing in the wee mill will be told at the Forty•* Club ' Straight College,
Hooper, aged 73 years. 3 months, 29
» innobe1 on “Laughter of Scripture," the sub
[the speaker at4- the Congregational
__ _____
Theatre, is occupying the
lower flat Members are requested to note that sma’ hours yesterday morning. All meeting Monday.
days. Funeral Sunday at 2.30 p. m.. at
Whatever skeptics may say and re
The ject, “Eternity's Laugh, or the laugh
the Martinsville Church.
of the J F. Cooper residence on I this is a change from the printed pro went well until he fell overboard los There will be a regular meeting ol Church tomorrow morning.
ing his fish, his bait and his temper— Ruth Mayhew Tent Monday evening Sunda>' Sch°o1 wiU meet at the noon of victory." The happy prayer and ANDERSON—At Crlehaven. Oct. 1. Anna gardless of the comment of worldly
Limerock street. Mr. and Mrs. I gram.
E.. wife of Karl A. Anderson, aged 74 ones, sentiment does exist today.
_
"
. _’
“
“ hOUr
—praise
— i—— service Tiinodoxi
Tuesday flVOrlHff
evening.
almost.
Cooper leave the first of next month
with supper at 6.
years, 6 months, 4 days.
And for Ihe most of us we can be
Rockland will soon be there with
for Washington, D. C., where they
DUNN-At Rockland. Oct. 2. Cora E„ glad that it does. Most of the better
H.
B.
Bowes
of
the
firm
of
Crozipr
Frank
H.
Whitney,
back
from
a
wife
of
John
K.
Dunn,
aged
63
years.
4
Music
for
the
Bangor
festival
was
The
Rockland
Spiritualist
Society
both
feet,
when
it
comes
to
miniature
will spend the winter.
days. Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock ! things in life spring from it. Ihoughtgolf courses, but just at present is business trip to Florida, is very en studied Thursday evening at the \ announces the opening services of & Bowes attended the sessions of the
froin Bowes & Crozier parlors.
[ fulness, compassion and happiness
Tri-State
Funeral
Directors
’
Asso

thusiastic
over
the
business
outlook
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
F.
Berry
and
the
season
tomorrow
at
2.30
and
7.30
A.
Tirrcll
of
this
city
is
,
quite
a
lot
behind
some
other
comFrank
CRESSEY—At Rockland, Oct. 1. Ella M |aIways do.
ciation
in
Lewiston
this
week.
there
for
the
coming
season.
He
will
'
munities.
For
instance
Damariscotta
several
new
voices
were
in
the
chorus.
P
m.
in
G.A.R.
hall.
Mrs.
Julia
W.
counsel for former MState Senator
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
That’s why most folks want to pay
Cressey, aged 2 months, 22 days.
Ralph L. Perkins of Penobscot where a large field, surrounded by be headed Fruitland Parkward inside It is hoped that there will be many I Barker will lecture and bring test
tribute to the memory of someone
Arthur
K.
Orne
has
been
elected
of
a
fortnight.
messages.
Regular
services
as
above,
electric
lights,
has
been
cut
up
into
County, who is serving a five-year
others at the rehearsal next week.
they have loved. It springs from a
by the Troop committee as Scout
the first Sunday in each month.
sentence in State Prison for solicit golf courses. At 10 p. m. quite a
CARD OF THANKS
master of Troop 6. Mr. Orne We wish to thank those who were so feeling that anything as line and
Dr.
Neil
A.
Fogg
was
among
the
number
of
players
were
indulging
in
ing and accepting bribes, in an appli
Twenty-seven Rockland Legion
was graduated from Bowaoin last | kind to send flowers and sympathy after beautiful as that memory should
cation for pardon. There will be a the fascinating sport Thursday night. visiting Rotarians at the Belfast naires leave at 5.35 p. m. today for At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal, June
and is thoroughly qualified for 1 the death of our son and brother. Erwin never be forgotten. A beautiful Me
meeting Wednesday. Dr. Ernest S. Boston where they will attend the1 the services for tomorrow will be aphearing on the case Oct. 15.
,
the position. The Troop will meet in \ * Joncs .We thank especially Bowes & morial littingly expresses such a sen
Among the members of the Aux Webber who was the speaker is a fre National American Legion conven- ■ propriate for the sixteenth Sunday the Congregational vestry next Mon Crozier who were so kind and sympa timent.
thetlc.
Erwin Jones, son of the late Clar iliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. quent visitor Of the family of George tion. They will travel in the sleeper after Trinity: Holy communion at St.
Mrs Erwin Jones and daughter, Mr
ence H. Jones and Etta Jones Ander L. to attend the National Convention E. Dunton, Broadway.
"Invader,” which will be parked in John Baptist Church, Thomaston, at day night.
E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
and Mrs John Anderson. Clarence Jones,
Earle Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Albion H 1855
son died Thursday at the home of in Boston the coming week are noted
the Middlesex avenue yard during the 8 o'clock; Church School at 9.30.
1930
Ten
Rockland
Lions
journeyed
to
Jones,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earle
Haskell
and
The
Knox
County
Sportsmen's
and
his mother in Roxbury. Mass., from Mrs. Anne Snow, national committee
convention.
Choral eucharist and sermon at 10.30.
WALDOBORO and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins
Wiscasset
Thursday
night
and
saw
Landowners
’
Association
opens
its
pneumonia. Besides his wife and woman, Mrs. Susie Lamb, delegate,
and family.
•
\ •
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
infant daughter Regina he leaves a Mrs. Sarah Griffin, Mrs. Annie Al season next Friday night when Mrs. Carrie E. Doull, State presi At the Littlefield Memorial Church 12 prominent residents of that town
take
the
initial
steps
toward
forming
preparations
will
be
made
for
the
mother, three brothers—Albion H., den, Mrs. Norah Benner. Mrs. MarRev.
L.
G.
Perry
1
will
preach
at
10.30
dent of the Relief Corps, of Portland,
new club. This, of course, is the re
Clarcnce and Earl, of Roxbury; two j garet Kelley, Mrs. Minnie Miles, Mrs. drafting of a special bill on hunting was house guest of Mr. and Mrs. | on "The Building of the Temple." asult
organizer Sturtevant's efforts,
sisters, Mrs. Earl Haskell of Rock- Edith Chapman, Mrs. Lena Merry, and fishing, to be presented to the Clarence Haraden, Limerock street, Choir will sing the anthem "Praise and of
there seems little doubt that the
READY-YES-WE-ARE-READY
land and Mrs. Ralph Robbins of \ Mrs. Electa Philbrook, Mrs. Alice approaching session of Legislature.
during her recent visit. She was a the Lord Oh My Soul” by Semper. necessary charter membership of 20
Stonington.
Philbrook, Mrs. Alma Stinson, Mrs.
dinner guest of Mrs. Eliza Plummer Sunday School immediately follows will be secured. The meeting was
A
Moth
plane
which
was
being
---Corinne Edwards, Mrs. Jennie Sadler,
Friday, returning to her home later this Service and B.Y.P.U. is at 6.15, held at Wiscasset Inn, where Pro
The Athletics had little or no Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Hattie transferred to Valley Stream was in the day.
TO
Miss Ernestine Simmons leader. The prietor Greenwood served a remark’
forced down during the flight from
trouble in ’ taking the second game Lamb.
subject of the evening sermon will be abjv tempting beefsteak supper.
Rockland yesterday afternoon, but
“Chioldc nf Prncv"
Thr> nhnir wM
*
to.
of the World Series, defeating the
----Pilot Tarr, who had been sent here New entries at the Rockland Com sing “Oh Lord Abide With Me
St. Louis Cardinals 6 to ,1, with
Ruth Mayhew Tent had an interEnroute for the undertakers' con
the machine escaped with only a mercial College are Anna Green and Barry, and Miss Sybil Jones will be
Earnshaw on the mound. The esting meeting Monday night, with for
-e Se:ation in Lewiston Thursday Alden
Neil Karl of Rockland, and George soloist at both services. Prayer
Cards' solitary run was a homer, a vefy good attendance. The de- few scratches.
Ulmer's car was in a serious mix-up
of Warren, for the day school. meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30
poked out of the lot by Watkins, who partment inspector was delighted The women of the Universalist Miller
at Bath, as the result of which Mrs.
Evening
school
opens
Tuesday
and
was making his debut in a World j with tbe way ^be worij was exemplie * # «
ALL KINDS OF
Ulmer and Miss Faith Ulmer were re
parish
have
been
invited
to
attend
the
two
enrollments
have
been
received
—
Series game. Hostilities will be re-: fied
The president, Mrs. Irene rally being given in the Dover-Fox- Eva Lewis of Thomaston, and Clif At the Universalist Church at the moved to the Bath City Hospital.
sumed in St. Louis this afternoon, ] Winslow, presented her with a gift croft Church Tuesday from 11 a. m. ford Oliver of Rockland.
morning service at 10.30 Rev. George With the Rockland folks was A. D.
the game beginning at 2.30, our time, j from the Tent at the close of the to 4 p. m. If any plan to attend, they
H. Welch will have as the topic of his Davis, a Thomaston undertaker. The
| meeting. The supper, with Mrs. are asked to bring a box lunch which
sermon “Tested By the Things We
was traveling over the State high
A license to limited practice ol Praise.” The quartet will sing the car
Walter P. Bailey, sales manager ] Karl and Mrs. Bowley in charge, will be augmented by the entertain
way when there was an abrupt stop
medicine
in
Massachusetts
issued
to
of the trade magazine "Motor Boat was well attended and highly com- ing ladies with dessert and hot coffee.
anthem “The Earth Is the Lord's," ping on the part of a New York car ,
Saul Polise of this city by the Mass- Hosmer
ing," has congratulated M. S. Dick the following evening there were five
and Mrs. Pierre L. Havener directly in front, due to the fact that [
achusetts Board of Registration has (substituti
for’ Mrs. veazie) and its passage was blocked by a State
CALL
of this city on the new record made t tables.
Over Lewiston way they are re been received here. Mr. Polise is a Mrs Morga* wffl sing
a dupt He truck. Mr. Ulmer applied the brakes
by one of his boats at the Lake Cobporting that ex-Governor Baxter medical student now in hospital train
bossecontee regatta July 1st, with | Walter Wotton of 30 Warren street may enter the 1932 primaries for the
Shall Feed His Flock," Handel. in an effort to avert a collision, but
P. A. Jones as driver. Mr. Bailey was recently advanced to the rating governorship nomination. It will be ing with two years remaining before Church School will meet at noon, his car swung into the rear end of
also furnished the welcome informa- o{ S8amgn flrst class in the NaVy, recalled that he did not serve two full he completes his studies.
also the Knickerbocker Class for its the New York automobile forcibly.
first meeting of the season, with E. Mrs. Ulmer had a bad cut over the
tion that the National Outboaid \votton bas seen a good deal of the terms as governor; hence has had but
David L. McCarty, the Northend L. Toner as leader. The Senior Y. P. temple and two bad cuts on her right
Association has approved this as the , world sjnce hjs eniistment in Decem- one nomination at the hands of the
druggist, has found remarkably good C. U. opens its season at 6 p. m.
official
record
for
Class
D.
Division
1,
b
1927.
Wotton
has
visited
the
arm. Miss Ulmer’s left hip was
people.
....wr. „
AA CtCA wiUnc
hour
results from his advertising in The
with a speed of 44.554
miles vxrxxper hour.
Camden 370-11 or Sea View Garage, Rockland
sprained and one of Mr. Davis’s
West Indies, Panama, South Ameri
Courier-Gazette
and
this
is
especially
“Unreality” will be the subject of shoulders was injured. Mr. Ulmer's
can ports, and Central American Capt. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt, who have
On a recent visit to Belfast F. R. ports, ___________
_ __
_________
not mentioning
important
sea now embarked on the last week of true in the case of Kruschen Salts. the lesson-sermon in the Church of statement that there was no warning
“All Is Well If You Heat With Shell”
Smallwood chief of Division C. of the I ports along the East and West coasts their vacation from Portland Head Since he began advertising this popu Christ, Scientist tomorrow. The cita sign is confirmed by the New York119-lt
tions from the Bible will include: ,
ctofement^
Maine Fish and Game Association, j of the United States. To complete Light. Capt Cottage, were in the city lar product the demand has increased "Beloved,
believe not every spirit, but crs slatcmem«
and Ralph W. Brown, district war- j bis heart’s desire to "see the world” yesterday accompanied by Mrs. Sid by leaps and bounds, especially in the
den, both of Rockland, talked with a in modern fashion, Wotton was as ney Robinson of Redstone, N. H., mail order department. The price try the spirits whether they are of
number of sportsmen with the result signed to the Battleship Utah. The whom they will accompany home. of this product is standardized at 85 God; because many false prophets
are gone out into the world." (I. John
that a meeting has been called for Utah recently returned to Norfolk Sunday. Visits to Whitehead, Two cents Per bottle,
■ 4:1). The lesson sermon will include
the night of Oct. 10. At this time after a six months' cruise in which Bush and Fort Point have been in- |
Suppose You
Joseph S. Stickney of Saco, super it visited the following ports: Kiel, eluded in the vacation itinerary.
j The girls and young women of the passages from the Christian Science
Littlefield Memorial Church from the textbook, “Science and Health with
visor of the southern section of i Germany; Oslo, Norway; Edinburgh,
The local football season opens this ages of 9 to 40, and the boys from 9 Key to the Scriptures.” Sunday
Maine, will give a talk illustrated | Scotland; and Cherbourg, France.
witii his own pictures made in his As the ship was at each place one afternoon with Rockland High and to 13 are asked to meet ln the vestry service is at 10.30, Wednesday evening
Place an Acl. Here
territory. Commander C. F. Snow week, the crew had a very good Crosby High locking horns at Com- Monday evening at 6.45 to form a at 7.30 and Sunday School at 11.45.
of Rockland, former president of the I chance to visit many of the places of munity Park. The Belfast coach had “Church School of Missions." The Reading room is located at 400 Main
daily from 2 to 5.
Knox County Association, will be interest. Wotton attended the locat expected that seven veterans would young women from 13 to 40 are asked street and is open
« * • •
And Stop It
present, as will Col. Walter H. Butler, public schools prior to his enlistment. be back this season, but instead he 1 to be prepared to sew and the boys
The
subject
of
the
sermon
at
the
president of the Knox Couty Associa- When in this locality he makes his found it necessary to build the and girls from 9 to 13 arc to take
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
tion and Walter P. Conley, its vice home with his parents at the above eleven around only two veterans, ac- j scissors.
If It Doesn’t Pay
ing will be “A Proclamation." The
president.
i address.
cording to the Belfast Journal,
——
which says: “Rockland has the some-1 The following communication, re- quartet will sing, "Break Forth Into
” Snuper and Mrs. Kathleen
what heavier team, but with every ceived today, shows that somebody Is Joy,
will sing. “Look Upon the
Crosby man doing his best, the evidently having a heap of satisfac- Marston
Crosby flag should be at the mast, tion: “As the old saying goes, it's Rainbow,” Whelpley. The Church
head.”
| a long lane that has no turning.
---Three years ago a crowd of RockThe Rockland Pirates will be with- land firemen went deep sea fishing
There’s Expressive Style
out the services of ‘ Chummy" Gray, and one of the party was very seacrack southpaw, for the balance of sick. He has waited all this time
the season. In his recent 2 to 1 vie- for a come back on one who had so
and Impressive Quality
ANNOUNCING
tory over Waldoboro. Chummy came much fun with him. Yesterday some
charging in with the tying run, and of the same crowd, including Capt.
in
crashed into Frank Polland, WRldo- Fred Cheyne of the Central Fire
boro catcher. No harm was revealed Station, went smelting. We had
Your bonds, stock certificates, insurance
‘fitrnson-JBihhanl
at the time, but later, as the knee be barely got our lines overboard wh^n '
iiat s
papers and otjier valuable and private doc
gan to swell it was learned he had splash!—we thought some one had
split is kneecap. The loss will be caught a whale. What do you sup-,
Indoor Golf
uments can be protected for less than a
for young men and
heavily felt by the Pirates, as besides pose we saw? Nothing but Capt.
cent
a day in one of our Safe Deposit
having a winning percentage of .750. Cheyne's head bobbing up and down
men who want to look young
Course
he was also the third leading batter in the water. We fished him out. |
Boxes. Here they will be protected against
of the team with a .410 average. Don turned him upside down to let the
Sold by
18 HOLES
loss yet they will be available whenever
Robbins, who has not pitched since water run out of his boots and he
Labor Day because of injuries, is ex started for home. Well. Freddie. I
will open
you want them. Another feature of our
BURPEE
&
LAMB
pected to start for the Pirates, as they had rather be seasick than get so
Safe Deposit service is the fact that you
go after their seventh straight win excited I had to jump overboard for j
ROCKLAND, ME.
On Or About
against the Rockland Cubs.
a little smelt."
can examine the contents of your box in
SIM*
OCTOBER 9
absolute privacy in the special room which
we maintain for that purpose.
ii- Sbtl
at

Refip9r

Sale $2.98

Deliver in Knox County

SHELL FUEL OIL

George H. Thomas
Fuel Company

Indoor Golf

Protection for lc

a day

“The Baby Grand”

MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

Fireproof Garage

4ELUO PouCf-AFN&
TM.S ,S f^At<TY.'I Just Bou&HT A
VSCDCAR- How
11) 9 u 7 A

This Splendid Course Will Be Regulation 18-

Hole, All Newest and Best Equipment,

Warm

and Comfortable Building.

Fireproof Garage

*°«ONT
Be
IN A
vfcCONP-'
KANfCAIl'
CLICK !

GOSH - DAMES ,
ARKTHE LIMIT.
THEY TH4NK A
THING HVST 3ST.
NEW To 3 K ftOOOWHY I'M Vt YCARS
OLD MYSBLF-ANO
I haven't c-one.
PIECES TET.CUESS ILL CALL
POT/

WH^T.' -IS THAT
ftEAVTl F L»U

©ATTLEJHlf THE
;seo CAR he
I WAS SPf AKING

Lo
of?-Anotwat
»P0LLY-X*Ar'P.’'OoT,-/

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street

OH fAARTY /- IIW So SORRY I IVA'S So
MEAMTHiS rsoQNINS.lP lOo'LLr—
forg-ive he i'll
----------------------- 1
GLAD To RIDE.---------- '----------------------------CARL - Y51 lu ^^C-^THATS A'R I & H T

'^^rZJpoULy/

Anne/JV'Jh

'HAVE

at

r

1927 CHEVROLET COUPE
(Rear Strand Theatre)

—by—

iTt

Told

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

I SHOULD

BANK

You I BouG+fT I T

SEA VIEW
GARAGE INC

Service

Safety

THEN YOU'O HAVE KNOWN
IT vuAS A ka/OVh/
—

1928 CHRYSLER SEDAN

Remember, we are the only Garage in town selling cars with an O. K. that counts

A

MEMBER

OF

THE

FINANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

GROUP

Every-Other-Day ’
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Safety
Firsti
Ever since the dawn of civilization, mankind
has faced dangers. Primitive people were in
constant fear of wild beasts. They studied
the ways of animals and protected them
selves from this danger as best they could.
Today we face not FEWER dangers than
our ancestors of thousands of years ago—
but MORE. These continually mounting
dangers are largely covered by one word—accidents.

□ B’

.n

The great inventions that have brought joy,
happiness and comfort, have also brought a
multiplication of dangers. Railroads, auto
mobiles, aeroplanes, gas, electricity, gaso
line, firearms—all of these have increased
the possibility of accidents.
The only accident that does not carry with if
a financial loss or physical injury is the acci
dent that does not happen.
_ ____ -.
—
With accidental losses mounting into millions of dollars; and over one hundred thousand lives annually (in spite of the fact that
more than one-half of all accidents are preventable), it is time for every man, woman and child to cooperate in reducing accidents.
*
*
Inasmuch as we cannot entirely escape from this danger of accidents, it behooves everyone of us to learn how to guard against
them. The first principle of citizenship in our town should be SAFETY FIRST.

-<q

The primary duty of any community as well as any government is to make its people safe. Police, fire and health protection are three
of the most important functions of any civic government This protection is very limited unless it has the cooperation of every citizen.

Carelessness, neglect and recklessness are the factors that contribute largely to the accidents that continue to occur in the home, store
and factory; on the farm and highway. Safety first, universally practiced, would eliminate nearly every accident.

Traffic accidents are the principal danger to safety so far as the community is directly concerned. Nearly one-third of all traffic
accidents happen to children under 15 years of age. Safety first, practiced by automobile drivers and pedestrians; safety first,
taught to our children in the schools, would greatly reduce traffic accidents.
Fire loss is another great safety hazard. At least sixty per cent of all fires are preventable. Fire not only burns property, it stops
business, throws people out of employment It causes poverty! Inspect your property for fire hazards and eliminate them; make
property safe for yourself and others.

Fire insurance, while the only reasonable and complete protection against loss by fire, covers only actual financial loss of the property
burned. Regardless of the insurance carried, it is a duty to one’s self, and one's neighbors, and to the community, to prevent fire.

Failure to provide proper fireproof storage for your perishable goods, and safe deposit boxes for your valuables, makes for lack of safety.
Bank vaults and fireproof storage houses furnish the maximum of safety at a minimum of cost.
Night and day your police and firemen maintain a vigil to keep you and yours safe. But even with their utmost efforts, your cooperation is n<g*
essary. A community is disgraced by fatal traffic accidents and by excessive fire loss.
•»'
National Safety Week should be 365 days long in our community.
.

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorize'! Dealers in

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

FORD PRODUCTS

______________ ROCKLAND, MAINE______________

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texaco Co.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS. RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

3

C

ALFRED P. CONDON
76 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

Manufacturer, and Jobbers of

FINE CONFECTIONERY

G. A. LAWRENCE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

Camden

RnrKI .ANnNATIONAI.RANK

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

ROCKLAND

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
REAL ESTATE

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
COR. MAIN a PARK STS.
ROCKLAND

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.

E.tabli.hml 1868

Seder Crane Compas^

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

MARINE RAILWAYS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
ROCKLAND

578 MAIN STREET

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

DYER’S GARAGE

FUEL AND GROCERIES

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

HOTEL ROCKLAND

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
INSURANCE

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
it is the Rest

THE FLINT BAKERY

TAVERN STUDIO
16 HIGH STREET

»

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLANp, MAINE

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

T. F. KEATING, Prop.
AND EAT

ROCKLANP

Antiques Bought and Sold

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

Incorporated 1926

COR. MAIN A LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
W. H. GLOVER & CO.

C.M. BLAKE

CUTLER-COOK CO.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Central Maine Power Company

W. H. GLENDENNING

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

FIREPROOF GARAGE

THE REXALL STORE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

THURSTON OIL CO.
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moved from East Union to the rent
cost than the other fellow. Lower
UNION
production costs mean more profits. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Sayward, Mrs. ! in the house of their son, C. E. Mank.
For this reason every acre of acid Maud Bolster and Frank Fuller were I Miss Mary Ware has had a very
I sick cow caused by eating too many
What the National Lime As soil should be limed whenever need in New Harbor Sunday.
apples.
ed.
Mrs.
Annie
Rhodes
has
a
wondersociation Learned From
ful collection of gloxinia numbering
Griffin has a sow which gave
AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES
about two hundred, 25 different va-, birth to 16 P*8S last week. Mother
Sixty Tests
rieties are in bloom. It is worth one’s and
doing well.
llow Dealer Compromised After Sell time to go and see them.
i While working on the State road
Much has been said and volumes ing Too Many Cherry Tree Axes
Mrs. Lenai (Messer) Daggett of Monday some Part of the steam
written about the reasons why soils
Waltham, Mass., was the guest of ?°vcl b,r°ke' and ,th? contr^tor J'
need lime. That cultivated land, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sayward last week. Chmehette thought he cnu'd save
through years of cropping and leach A dealer in American antiquities Truman Brown is working for
and money for himself and crew
ing becomes acid and requires a lim got himself into trouble in a neigh Frank Fuller
I of mcn by golng to Boston
set
ing material tQ neutralize that boring town not long ago when he Mrs. Maud Bolster returned to her ‘bc Parts, need«d ina?ad °* tak‘"«
aciditv, is a fact well known to all. sold to five persons five “original" home in Norway Tuesday accom- tbe lme
^vm,, trin
The inability of valuable legumes. hatchets with which George Wash™wtS• Lmewhat "inte?:
such as the clovers and alfalfa, to : ington cut down the cherry-tree, Pad‘e^bn Cam™
grow on acid soils is also a point They began boasting of their pur- "MrsChes^ Butler has a wonderwitb b* “
‘^“5
which is usually emphasized. These ! chases among the neighbors and soon * i zlnkUr, o-ni-rlnn Oh ri hoc QQ rl 1 T blit IlC 1T1cL(1(? tllC tfip frOlll BOStOFl VO
and several other reasons are gen- ! found they had been hoaxed. Then ssaas ess a««»
erally set forth, but in the final | they went on the warpath for the
analysis, one reason, only, justifies (dealer who, meantime had broken a certainly a beautiful sight. Mrs ”*^2? Ihe mnrnine
S'
the extra labor and investment nec car wheel and stopped at a garage for Butler recently won the blue ribbon sound d
essary to lime the land, and that repairs. The indignant purchasers at the flower show at Camden. Her ————■•
waylaid him before he could get out I love for flowers is not confined
reason is—Liming Pays.
Recently, the National Lime Asso of town and demanded their money wholly to dahlias for she has beauti- i
ful gardens of flowers of all kinds
ciation collected data on liming ex back.
periments conducted by 11 State Ex •He compromised by taking four of on every side.
periment Stations. These figures the hatchets back and substituting Ambrose Fish who makes his home
cover 60 tests on 16 different field therefor the club with which John at West Rockport is a guest of his
crops. On summarizing and averag Smith killed Pocahontas; a razor sister, Mrs. M. E. Cunningham.
ing this information it was found that belonged to Gen. Knox, George Miss Miller of Burkettville is
that the application of a liming ma Washington’s snuff box and the working for Mrs. Cora Mank.
terial increased crop yields an aver hatchet the Indians buried on the Mrs. Amanda Merrifield and
Almost everybody knows how
age of $10.86 per acre each year at a mountain near Hope Corner in 1617 daughter Mrs. Stewart, Mrs. Lena Bayer Aspirin breaks up a cold—
from
which
Hatchet
Mountain
takes
Moody,
Mrs.
Agnes
Creighton
and
cost of $3.40 per year. Thus each
Mrs. Ethel Griffin were in Rockland but why not prevent it? Take a
dollar invested returned that same its name.
tablet or two when you first feel
shopping
Wednesday.
Then
tranquility
was
restored.
dollar and $2.02 besides. This repre
Ihe cold coming on. Spare yourself
Chester
Butler
and
son
Earle
have
sents a return on the investment of
„
i)unt
Hope, Oct. 2.
built a fine garage and had oil tanks the discomfort of a summer cold.
202%.
Read the proven directions in every
installed for selling oil.
Almost without exception the more
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank have package for headaches, pain, etc.
prosperous and progressive farmers
CHILDREN
consider soil liming an important
Like It For
part of their program. These men I
Sprains, Bruisra,
know that in order to make money !
WHEN fIX BOSTON Remember Unit you
Burns, Insect Bites
in the highly competitive agricultural
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Industry, they must use every means Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Ms.
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
to increase the production on each
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
Washington St., next Old South Church.
acre and thereby produce each ton or If it fails
to benefit you when used as directed on
bushel of farm produce at a lower ' the insidewrauoer.TT-.'.Mnle.Sold by ell dealers
SOIL LIMING PAYS

OUR
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HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
15-An English
1-The power producing 43-An Egyptian
novelist
goddess
anything
45- Musical note
20-French for head
6-Refute
22-Secure
46- A cutting tool
11-An oval
49-Fiber of the
25-To affect with
14-Native of Haiti
humiliation
American aloe
16- Payable
27-Turns or throws
; 51-Negative
17- 111 omened
52-A playing card
back
18- Early stage of a
!54-Natives of Ionia
29- Weird
flower
30- Distributed
55- To fasten
19- Exiat
34- An extremist
20- Mountain range in 56- Chilvalrous
35- W ide-mouthed
58-lrritatlng
China
earthenware jar
21-Venomous serpent 60-Girl’s name
61- Cordage
36- World’s largest
(pl.)
river
23- Musical note
VERTICAL,
37- A valuable fur
24- Frost
38- A continent
26-Parched with heat
1- A Mt. Lebanon tree 39-Like an ass
28-Attention
2- Most abundant of
42-An idol
30- To make deaf
earths
44-Melodies
31- Exist
32- Heroine of Homer's 3- A diminutive suffix 47-Poetic form of
4- Musical note
Diana
Iliad
5- Unwritten narrative 4C-Entomology
33- Evening (Poet.)
poetry
(abbr.)
34- Spanish for river
6- Small bundle of hay 49-Apt
36-Passageway in a
50-Former Russian
7- 1 n
church
ruler
8- Related by blood
38-A southern
53-An old measure of
9- Like a bull
constellation
length
10-Concluded
40- Flaming
12-To soil with grime 55-A chicken disease
41- Has confidence in
57-French for “the”
13- German for “one”
59-Thus
14- lnterJection
42- A short poem
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)

RURAL S. S. WORK

American

Sunday

School

Union Keeps Its Mission

ary Busy In Maine
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The school I organized in a dilapi
dated church building in Lincoln
County last summer is proving very
successful. Upon my first visit
there was very little interest. Now
I am happy to say there is an ex
cellent attendance and an ever
growing desire Xo know more about
the things of God arid to live daily
in accordance with his holy word. ever attended a Sunday school, so it
The people have willingly given pleased me to hear him say before
more than $200 to repair the church
full of men, 'Aw! those kids
building and the work is now nearly aarestore
getting a lot of good outa that
completed.
Sunday school: let's get up all the
In the summer of 1928 I received wood they could possibly need.' You
a letter fmm a lady living in a remember last year I asked if you
needy community with a large could help in clothing three little
number of children, urging me to boys, who were not even going |o day
come and start a Sunday school. school, for lack of clothing. Well,
The next day I visited them and the father made an effort, much to
the following Sunday we organized. the joy of the mother, and with
From that time on the school has other assistance they are now clothed
continued, with a splendid record, and attending regularly both public
and is now one of my best. The and Sunday school.
blessing of God is with them. The
Such letters give gratifying assur
children come with happy, smiling j ance that as we sow beside all waters
faces. One rainy Sunday there there will surely be a harvest.
were thirty-five present. They are
Henry E. Ulmer
all enthusiastic in attendance and Missionary of the American Sun
in memorizing scripture verses. I
day School Union.
quote from a letter received from
East Vassalboro, Sept. 28.
’
another district:
“A week from Saturday the neigh
That liquor found on New York
borhood men are giving a bee to get garbage scows might not have aroused
up wood for the Sunday school. suspicion if it hadn't been in bottles.
This little school has created a won
The “Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor
derful spirit of fellowship and every
one appreciates it. Of course we Golf Course, located at Fireproof
have our ups and downs, but it is Garage, Rockland, will open about
great for everyone. I doubt if the Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the
rough fellow who suggested the bee fine, clean, warm course.—adv.

WONDERFUL WOOD

PIPELESS

Heaters of enormous
power with no upkeep

expense for years to
come.
’ Tested out under many of the
most severe requirements in Maine,
this furnace. has proven its merit.

W

------------- .

Established 1839
WOOD & BISHOP CO.

Bangor, Maine

-

thermos of hot chocolate or milk is
desirable. Then there are the hardHow many of us cooked eggs, and the fruit. Nuts,
who have dally lunch figs, dates, cup cakes or even small
boxes
to
prepare glasses of custard are good dessert.
awaken with the task Most children like something sweet
of the preparation and for that reason I've listed some
bearing down upon us excellent sandwich fillings that are
and groan. Heavens! both sweet and nutritious.
These everlasting
Why not let us make the prepara
lunches What shall we tion of the lunch box interesting by
put in the box to fill it finding how many different menus we
up and to fill its user can get together that will interest the
up and at the same children. If each day the opening of
.time be palatable and the lunch box were a surprise to them,
satisfactory.'
it would develop into a game between
The American house - mother and child and cease to be a
wife brings some of the difficulty bore. The surprise would give them
upon herself because she desires that happiness and they would anticipate
everything be dainty in appearance the lunch hour. After all anything
as well as proper so far as diet is con that causes them to have a moment
cerned. In some of the Latin coun of pleasure is well worth considera
tries the lunch box is interesting but tion and bother from the mother,
nothing except bulk enters into the
Delicious Sandwich Fillings
making of it. When noon is at hand
and one is on a train without a diner,
Cherry Nut Sandwiches: 1 cream
the smallest of stations will have a cheese; 1 tablespoon chopped dates;
cart with lunch baskets filled and all 2 tablespoons chopped nuts; !4 cup
one has to do is stick one’s head—and chopped maraschino cherries; May
hand—out the window, pay the few onnaise dressing. Blend ingredients
cents asked and one has lunch. No until smooth; chill; spread.
worry about it at all. After the first
Date-Cheese Sandwich: Use equal
time one knows exactly what each amounts of dairy cheese and stoned
and every basket contains—a hunk dates. Chop finely and rub to a paste
of bread (they sell bread bV the yard with a little thick cream; add a dash
in those countries), a bunch of of powdered clove. Chill; spread be
grapes, two hard-cooked eggs, cheese tween slices of buttered graham or
and a bottle of wine. Wine because whole wheat bread.
water is unsafe to drink and even the
Pineapple-Cheese Sandwiches: Mix
children drink it. At first we Ameri to a paste 1 cup cottage cheese and
cans elevate our noses but soon we '4 cup strained, grated pineapple.
grow to like the informality and ease Chill thoroughly; spread on either
of the institution. No dainty, tri white or graham bread.
angular sandwiches,' no sheets of
Ginger-Fig
Sandwiches:
Put
waxed paper about each article—it's through a food chopper 14 lb. of figs
all thrown together in a heap.
and 14 lb. crystallized ginger. Mix
But our school lunch is somewhat with the juice of 14 lemon. Chill;
different. We all know that a spread.
The Schoo’ ’ unch
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(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)
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HOME SERVICE COLUMN

Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
A. T. NORWOOD, Warren

GASOLINE AND KEROSENE ENGINES
Wood Sawing and Hoisting Equipment
For Fall Farm Work

NORTH WARREN

Summer

GOLDS

WARREN

White Oak Grange will hold its
fair Oct. 11, 6 o’clock supper and Miss Doris Hyler has been elected
dance in the evening.
president of the BPW Club at Rock
Miss Spear has given up the school land.
in the Libby district and Miss RobThe committee of White Oak
inson of Ellsworth is now teaching Grange met Tuesday at the Grange
there.
hall to make plans for the fair, supEvery!
attended the Union ! per and entertainment to be held at
fair last week and some from this! the grange hall Oct. 11 at North
place went to Damariscotta fair this Warren.
week.
Oscar Starrett has been substitut
It gives us a lonely feeling when ing for Lloyd Simmons the past few
the last fair is over. Winter is close days in taking the mail to and from
to the back door.
the depot. Mr. Simmons has been
Clifford Robinson and Charles laid up with an attack of indigestion.
Mank are picking apples for Jesse
Several attended the fair at Dan^Calderwood in Union.
Work has begun on the State road ariscotta Wednesday.
leading from the Blake cemetery to Those who went to the quarterly
meeting of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
the Waldoboro line.
ciation which took place at West.
Rockport Tuesday were Jeruel Hart,
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Alice Gordon, Mrs. Edward
The annual inspection of the Seavey, Mrs. Thomas Copeland, Mrs.
Pythian Sisterhood will be held at Fred Wyllie and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
the Knights' Pythias hall Mondav Packard.
!<
night at 7.30. The district deputy for
There will be an evening service
this occasion will be Mrs. Rachel at the Baptist Church Sunday.
Gillan of Mars Hill.
The cement road crew have va
Monday last Miss Blanche Cushing
and Mrs Chester Dyer left on the cated the Hill house.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mank left for
Westport for New York where they
took passage Tuesday night for Ber their home in Miami, Fla., Thursday
muda. It is expected that they will planning to make a leisurely trip call
be gone two weeks or more. Bermuda ing on relatives enroute.
Mrs. Henry McCraw and daughter
is an 800-mile sea-voyage from New
Anne started this morning for West
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stone left Roxbury where they have moved
Thursday morning for a two weeks’ from Roslindale.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hardipg
vacation. They visit friends in Bel
fast and Bangor, and also expect to have had as their guest Mrs. Nellie
Bowley of Hartland.
visit Boston before their return.
The household goods of the PurThe attendance at the Church
School at its opening session last ringtons were moved to East Auburn
Sunday was very gratifying. There Tuesday.
In many places the headwaters of
were 66 present. This promises well
for the Rally Day this coming Sunday Oyster River have dried up and the
when it is hoped to reach the 100 Georges River has dropped five feet
mark. Tuesday night a meeting was or more.
Mrs. S. F. Haskell and daughters
held at the North East schoolhouse
with an attendance of 41. Another Beatrice, Annette and Gloria spent
meeting will be held next Tuesday last weekend in Lewiston.
Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, Mrs.
at 7.15. Let all make special effort to
attend Church service Sunday at 11 Boyd Caler, Mrs. Abbie Stetson and
o'clock. The Young Ladies' choir will Miss Mildred Stetson attended the
sing and the pastor will preach upon Women’s basket meeting at Camden
the subject “The Church in the Com Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl who have
munity.”
been visiting relatives in Massachu
setts returned Wednesday.
ASH POINT
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell. Mr.
Mrs. Florence McConchie and fam and
Frank L. Davis, Mr. and
ily and Mrs. Emma Witham have Mrs, Mrs.
Everett Cunningham, Mr. and
moved to Dexter, where Mrs. Mc Mrs. William
Cunningham and Mrs.
Conchie is employed at the Wassoo Edwin Nash spent
Thursday at Mrs.
keag School.
Cunningham’s cottage at
Mrs. Grace Heard. Mrs. Evelyn William
Lake.
Drinkwater, Mrs. Kate Curtis and Mr. Crawford
Dr. M. C. Stephenson, Mrs. Ste
and Mrs. Harvey Cline have returned phenson
and daughter Janette of
from a motor trip to Boston.
and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nor
Francis Dyer, Charles Willis, Eliza Union
and daughters Anne and Mary
beth Heard and Madeline Coffey are wood
motored to Prospect Sunday and
attending Rockland High School.
through the Fort Knox.
Mrs. Eleanor Fredette and Mrs. went
Mrs. Forrest Spear has been seri
Effie Dyer motored Wednesday to ously
ill.
Bangor.
Marjory Spear is home from Rock
Mrs. Ella Hare is visiting friends land called by the illness of her
in Rockland.
mother.
Many from here attended Union
Recent supper guests of Miss Mabel
and Damariscotta Fair.
Crawford were Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Fred Newman has returned home Maxey
and Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Higgs
from Aroostook and reports a very and daughter Lucille of Rockland.
poor potato year.
Mrs. Clara Lermond is making her
Chauncey Snowdeal delivered a mother,
Mrs. Jane 8tickney an ex
load of furniture Wednesday to Dex tended visit.
ter for Mrs. McConchie.
Mrs. Maude Field of Revere, Mass.,
Misses Eva Carmen and Edna
Tuesday to visit her daughtei
Crowley of Augusta spent the week arrived
Mrs. Allen Cogan.
end with Mrs. Jennie Crowley.
Randall Dyer has a new 32-foot Chester Wyllie has a new horse.
motor boat.
The “Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor
Edward Haskell’s brother of Sulli Golf Course, located at Fireproof
van is visiting him.
Rockland, will open about
Mr. and Mrs. James Willis are Garage,
9. Watch for notice. Visit the
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Willis. Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Durrell and fine, clean, warm course.—aflv.
son Donald of Augusta are visiting
James Mullen.
The fall term of school has opened
with 18 pupils. Miss Irene Lunden
of Rockport is the teacher.
1 Electric Washing Machine

It’s as easy and natural to enjoy the fragrant mildness of a Camel
Cigarette as it is to admire beauty when you see it.

Camels are made, and always have been made, for discriminating
smokers—the people whose keen judgment unerringly selects the best.
But that doesn’t mean you have to be an expert to enjoy Camels! The
delicate, mellow fragrance of those choice sun-ripened tobaccos is some

thing that anybody ctfn appreciate. Camels are naturally smooth and

mild — never parched nor insipid.
Why is there such a swing to Camels? Because more and more smok
ers are learning the difference between true mildness and mere flatness.
Give yourself the luxury of a cigarette that’s always pleasant smoking.

Camels,

FOR SALE

As far as our laws are concerned,
the Prohibition law seems to be get
ting the most breaks.—The Path
finder.

At a Great Sacrifice. Small weekly
payments. Write H. L. M., care of
Courier-Gazette.
*
114-tf

2330

The splendid display at our stotfe will interest you—and you .will
find our prices and terms are RIGHT

If you cannot conveniently call—Write for catalog

IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW
£cto™ fSEX

Prmcription
rARM. DAIRY

and

POULTRY

ES lndall
FEDERAL and

TEMPLE

Q.j

SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

& Whitney
STS.,

For CoW and Cou«h Time

PORTLAND

MAINE

Timo-Tried and Tested.
Safe and' Ef
fective. Specific ter All ills and ail
ments from Inflammation.
An Indis
pensable
Household
Remedy.
Sold
Everywhere In liberal bottle.

“EASY TO LISTEN TO”—CAMEL PLEASURE HOUR
Wednesday evenings on N. B. C. network, WJZ and
associated stations. Consult your local radio time table.

J.

C l«30. RReynold.
Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

THOMASTON
The Bela Alpha Club will have their

Every-Other-Day
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SIX HAPPY BOYS
*

SOLDIERS

(Hid

__

<•<•■>♦♦♦<••>
*
*

Probate Notices

SAILORS «

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested in either of
the estates hereinafter named:
•>
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
1,1 a,ld for the County of Knox, on the
lflth day of September in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and thirty and by adjournment from
dav to day from the 16th day of said
September the following matters having
been presented for the action thereup-1
on hereinafter indicated it is hereby ,
Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all
per-ons-,interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks succe-slvely in The CourlerGa/ette a new paper published at Rock
land In said County that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
said Rockland, on the 21st day of Octo
ber A. D 1930 a’ nine o'clock In the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER
see cause.
MATTIE KANKAS
late of South
_____________
As is locally known. I hafve been engaged for several years Thomaston,
de. eased. Will and Petition
i in collecting material for a history of the Plantation of for Probate thereof asxtng that said
I Low, r Hi. Georges, in the Province of Maine,, now known Wl’l may be proved and allowed and
las' the towns o? Cushing
St. George. Having acquired
sh2

Simonton Ayr.Wrc 4-H Club.|
Won Silver Cup and $61 .j.
Semi-annual election of officers in the
evening.
At Union Fair
Mr. and Mrs. John Hanly liave ta

For Sale

Lessons In Riding
I
|
,

FOR SALE—Two-car garage, cheap#
Apply C O PERRY Tel. 487
118-120
FOR SALE—Stromberg Carlson radio
set with “B” eliminator, ‘‘A" Willard Unit
Sonochorde speaker.
Excellent condi
tion. May be seen at 54 UNION STREET.
Tel 45-M. Rockland.___________ 116*118-tt
FOR SAI?E—Three grade Jersey cows
and two registered Jerseys.
B. H.
NICHOLS. Union. R. F. D. 2.
116*118
FOR SALE—A small comfortable house
in North Haven village; electricity, town
water, good cellar. Price $1850. Apply
DAVID WOOSTER. North Haven.
114-119
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted. $14; furnace
Junks. $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2.

ken up their residence in the house of
OF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER
A silver cup and $61 in money
!
Harry Moody, High street. Mr. Hanly
is caretaker of the Knox Memorial
is not bad for one club of six
ST. GEORGES
1
building. The lots join on the north
boys to win at Union Fair.
|
side which make a very convenient
i
W.
J.
Riclj
of
Camden
present

arrangement for the caretaker.
ed a silver icup to the club boy
Mrs. Clara Copeland Fuller has re
Who Served In The War For Amercian
turned to her home in Dorchester,
with the nest Ayrshire heifer
having spent two weeks with friends
114-tf
exhibited. This cup was won by
Independence
In town.
FOR SALE—Hard wooa fitted. $14;
Edwin
Annis.
Mr.
Rich
also
long. $10; junks. $12; soft wood Junks. $8.
Mrs. Frank Flint of Pleasant Point
L. F. TOLMAN Tel. 263-13.
114-125
awarded $25 in money which
visited her mother, Mrs. Nancy Bush
FOR SALE—U "d Frigidalre refrigera
nell, Friday.
was given: $5 as first prize and
tor. excellent condition, real bargain.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Butler are
$4 to each of the other five boys
Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.,
spending the weekend with Mrs. But
1 Rockland___________________________ 114-tf
exhibiting.
ler's mother. Mrs. Walls of Seal Har
FOR SALE Munro Clear Store 6 Park
St.. City. Anply DAN MUNRO. 8 Park St.
The Union Fair Association
bor.
___________________________________
117-119
The Womans' Missionary Confer
gave $18 as premium money
I considerable Information regarding the genealogical fits- being the Executrix named In said will
FOR SALE -Airwave 6 tube radio. A
ence Oct. 1 at the Camden Baptist
| lory of the early settlers in this region, and the part tin J wlthmu^bond
which allowed $5 for first place,
battery. B battery eliminator, horn,
ALBERT F. VOSE late of Urflon. de
Church was attended by 18 from
Phllco eliminator. Atwater Kent 6 tube
played in civil and military affairs, I am. of late, receiving ceased Will and Petition for Probate
$4 for second and $2.25 to each
Thomaston, Mrs. Truman Sawyer.
radio,
in Al condition, all for $20. WILmany inquiries from the descendants of these families, thereof asking that said Will may be
j LIAM I. VINAL. 9 High St. Tel. 46-M.
of the four remaining members.
Mrs. H. B. Shaw, Mrs. John Brown.
proved and allowed and that Letters
whether or, not they are eligible io membership In the Testamentary
_________________
117-119
issue to Oscar W. Carroll
Mrs. Marie B. Singer. Mrs. Charles
To each club member exhibiting
I “Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo of Rockport, he being the Executor |
FOR SALE -Double tenement house on
Washbuhr, Mrs. H. S. Kilborn. Mrs.
corner Ulmer and Park Sts. Good lot ofa
an Ayrshire heifer at Union Fair
lution.'" To save time and labor in answering each Indi named In said will without bonn.
Minnie Fernald. Miss Harriet LevenW L JOHNSTON late of Rockland,
I land. Good business corner.
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval ami deceased.
the
Ayrshire
Breeders'
Associa

Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
FOR SALE--Waterman farm. South*
saler, Miss Hahn, Mrs. A. F. Rice,
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred
thereof asking that said Will may be
| Waldoboro. 3 miles below Waldoboro t
tion allowed $3. making a sum of
Miss Ginn. Mrs. I. M. Newcombe, Mrs.
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
i
bridge
on Medomak River. 118 acres, fine
I who eoniributed their part, humble as it may have been, to
A. L. Wolf, Mrs. Abbie Montgomery,
issue to William A. Johns
■ old Colonial house, front 45 ft., back 50
$18 from this source.
make the thirteen colonies free and independent States, Testamentary
ton
of
Rockland,
he
being
cue
Executor
j
ft.
Including
ell. Large barn 40x25. two
Mrs. A. D. Davis, Mrs. Susie New' hen houses 15x20. well and spring on
It is not an easy task to trans
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. A\henc\»i named in said will without bond.
bert. and Miss Martha Hanley.
|
place.
This
house has been in the
JAMES
A.
TEEL
late
of
Matlnicus
Isle
possible 1 have expanded these sketches by adding material of a public.
port six cows to and from Union
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seavey have re
I Waterman family three generations,
Plantation, deceased. Will and Petition
P*
ite
and
family
nature.
By
so
doing,
many
of
the
subjects
of
the-e
for
Probate
thereof
asking
that
said
i
Buildings
in
first
class condition. Origiturned from a visit in Chicago. While
Fair but the boys felt it was well
i nal stenciling on walls of house, win
sketches can be more easily iilentifled. As to these whom I am endeavoring Will may be proved and allowed and
there they were guests of Mrs. Seavey's
dows
with
modern
sliding blinds, double
that
Letters
Testamentary
issue
to
worth the hard work, and they
t„ rescue from the realms of oblivion, they having lived in the dim and Eugenia A. Teel, she being the Executrix
niece, Mrs. Walter Johnson.
partitioned walls. Present house built
appreciate
the
premiums
very
Lessons
Given
in
Riding
—
English
Style
!
mistv
past,
errors
are
hound
to
creep
in.
If
such
are
detected,
either
by
the
I
around
1800.
named
in
said
will
without
bond.
At a special meeting of May-flower
CHARLES A
OVERLOOK late of
FOR SALE—Cottage house on Georges
1 casual reader, or the descendants of these men of courage and action, it
much.
Temple. Pythian Sisters, held Thurs
For particulars Telephone Union 11-2; write or call.
j River, three miles below Thomaston, five
deceased, Will and Petition
will be appreciated by the writer to be so informed before the following Thomaston,
for Probate thereof asking that said
acres of land. For particulars inquireed
day evening, Mrs. Dillon of Presque
The members of this enter
acres of land.
Will may be proved and allowed and
sketches appear in a more permanent form. .
I RANK 1>. -liULt.
Isle, Past Grand Chief of the order,
prising dairy club are: Edwin
that Letters Testamentary issue to Ella
FOR SALE—One and one-half story
made her annual visit for the purpose
M Overlock, she being the Executrix
| house at East Union, opposite the
I Fourteenth Installment]
Annis, Chesley Cripps. John
i Grange hall.
Garage included.
For
named in said will without bond.
of inspecting the Temple. She was
ROBINSON, HAVNCK. He enlisted as 2d lieutenant in Capt.
particulars inquire of ERNEST C. DAVIS,
ESTATE OF CHARLES M. LOTEROP
Annis, Walter Annis, Donald
accompanied by Mrs Whitmore of
Fuller-Cobb-Davls
store.
Rockland.
up
•
ir.im
A.i,»iia
!
ate
°f
Union,
deceased
Will
and
Cargill’s regiment, from
for Probate of Will and for
trom August , Petition
Petl
Camden, Grand Chief of the order,
South Hope, Maine
Simonton. Howard Buzzell. Cecil i Samuel GregeVcompany. Col. James Cargill
117-119
Administration
with the
Annexed
and others. Visitors were also pres
Z/5. to December 31, 1775. The company u-as raised in St. George
_
...... _................
... Willp
_
118-120
FOR SALE—Pianos—12 bargains in
Annis is the local leader.
25
asking that said will may be proved and
ent from Warren. Supper was served
summer cottage rented pianos, just used
Wnldoboro and Camden and stationed there in defense ot the sea coast, allowed and that Administration with
' one season from $50 to $150; terms.
at 6 o'clock and the degrees were
THOMAS. PIANO MAN. Camden
117-tf
CAMDEN
Wanted
! Official record of a ballot hi the House ot Representatives dated January
CAMDEN
conferred upon two candidates.
Belfast Journal: Mrs. George L.
WANTED—By young man. high school
Mrs. Ada B. York, her two daugh
Mr and iftrs Hueh Montgomery a-e '
*”r
°®cers
severa'
!n
, ^‘estatFof'converse^jones late
To Let
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery a.e ,
t <ho>vs that he was chosen and commissioned as 2d major of Col. I Of Washington, deceased. Petition for Slipp. who spent the summer with her graduate, employment of anv kind. Ad-,
ters. Mrs. Arietta Bartlett, Mrs
Estelle Cummings, and friend. Miss visiting relatives m New York.
1
.
raiment <it \Imvuhusrtts militia Administration asking that Sarah H mother. Mrs. Rosetta,Sheldon, has re- | dress c' D' 189 Llmerock SN. clty.,^ ;
Margaret Ray. all of South Portland.
Francis Gilbert of Utica. N. Y„ is , -\hson Wheaton s 4th Lincoln county regiment of Massachusetts mil .. Webb of Wellington.or some other turned to St. Cloud. Fla. She was
TO LET—Upstairs apartment of 5
WANTED—Position as housekeeper for rooms, furnished, toilet and lights, good
andEarlJordanofBloomington.nl., spending a few weeks in town.
| February 5, 1 776. Later he was promoted to the rank of major.
j without bond.
accompanied by Mrs. Charles Well respectable elderly man. M. WATTS. I harbor view. Call at 84 CRESCENT ST.
119*lt
119-121
were Sunday guests of Mrs. York's . Mrs. Henry Maker will entertain
Major Robinson Was a son of Dr. Moses Robinson who came to Cushestate of Augustus anderson. man of Camden, who will spend the R. No. 1. Thomaston. Me.
WANTED— Work on farm by young
TO LET—Five room tenement, lights,
sister, and brother-in-law, Mr. and the ladics of the Methodist society ;ne about the year 1743. He married Priscilla Hyler by whom he had the j
“^um^niSd ^“aHowSnc'e “by winter in St. Cloud.
man. experienced. Write CHESTER P. toilet; adults only. Prefer middle aged
Walter Anderson, Admr
Mrs. Redington Robbins, Gleason Oct. 14, with picnic dinner served at L ,i
•
CAMPBELL. Gen. Del., Rockland
couple. Inquire ON CHESTNUT ST
street
nenn
follow ing children.
ESTATE OF SARAH A DANIELS late
street.
119*121
119*121
noon,
1. Priscilla, married a Gardner; resided and died in Cushing.
of Union, deceased, first and final ac
WHEELER
’
S
BAY
Mrs. Levi Turner and Miss Kay
WANTED
—
Man.
woman
for
Watkins
TO LET -Tenement 563 Old County
count
filed
for
allowance
by
Gardner
F.
Tire regular meeting of the ladies
2.
Margaret,
burn
in
1763
:
married
John
Rokcs
of
VV
arren
where
she
Mr. and Mrs. John Stone and fam- route in Rockland. Average earnings road, all modern improvements; also fur
Turner spent Friday in Portland. of the G.A R. was held last evening,
Daniels. Exr.
estate of nancy a. crie late of ily and Wallace Mixer of Lewiston $35 weekly. Chance for reliable hustler nished tenement ready to move into,
Miss Turner left her antique shop in with a public supper served at C resided until her death April 19, 1806 Mr. Rokes \vas4iorn March 5,
Criehaven. deceased, first and final ac were weekend guests of tyr. and Mrs. to make big paying connection. Write adults only. Will take board in ex
charge of H. S. Weaver of Warren.
C. WORLEY. 231 Johnson Ave.. Newark. change for rent. R. J. MAYHEW. 561
count filed for allowance by John R
o'clock.
1773; died Aug. 9, 1854.
Eugene Rackliffe.z
N. J.
119-S-131 Old Coun tv Rd
119*121
Miss Speed who has been the guest
Dunton. Admr. d. b. n.
3. Simeon,
married
Hannah
Hyler;
resided
in
Cushing.
Mrs.
Howard
Anderson
will
enter

.... ............ |
ESTATE OF GEORGE A. MILLER late
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rackliff and
of Miss Margaret Ruggles, is leaving
WANTED—To buy a used car from
TO LET—Two furnished rooms8
tain
the
Methodist
ladies'
aid
Oct.
8.
J
Atm*
mirrieil
first
Caleb
Howard;
second.
Robert
Porterfield;
,
of
West
Rockport
final
account
filed
for
one who wishes to make a big light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Ad
\diilts
today for her home in Louisville.
■+. Agne>. marncu, urn,
11
,
allowance by Jeannette Philbrook Admx. Mr. and Mrs. George Snow have re some
Will ptay cash. If car has not i only. E N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
turned from a motor trip through sacrifice.
I d. b. n c. t. a.
A jolly party motored to Pleasant at her home on Harding avenue.
removed to Ohio.
.
w
;
good tires and engine don’t apply Tel. 804-J.__________________________ 119-tf
ESTATE OF F FLORENCE ROGERS the White Mountains.
Mrs. Charles Wellman has gone to
Write “A. B.,'' care The Courier-Gazette.
Point Oct. 1 and took possession ot
i Betse\, married Cornelius Hyler; resided and died in Cushing.
TO LET—Fiveroom house
in Thomas
late of South Thomaston, deceased, first
Wilbur Dennison is spending a few _____________________________________ 118-tf | ton. modern with bath. TEL. Thomas
Seaview cottage. Mrs. William Gill- St. Cloud, Florida, where she will
| account filed for allowance by Myra S.
<,
Hanse,
2d.
married
Lucy
Hyler;
resided
and
died
in
Cushing.
WANTED—Girl for general housework.1 ton 13-2.
days at his home here.
119*121
; Day. Admx.
chrest and Mrs. Bennie Smalley with spend the winter.
Moses. 5th. married Priscilla Hyler; resided in Cushing, and was
ESTATE OF ADEL AIDE B. WEBB late
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kellar have Inquire 6 TALBOT AVE. Tel. 1285118-120
TO LET—Furnished apartment, liv
Mrs. John J. Borland has closed
a half bushel of clams, pork, and po
ing room, kitchen, flush closet, shed,
returned to
-Jand after a visit at
tatoes set out a fine clam chowder. Nodoneyo in the Belfast road and drowned June. 1833, from the sloop Orient on the passage from Bangor |
WANTED—Information in regard to adults only. MRS W A KIMBALL. 72
which with other food furnished by returned to Chicago,
Rockland
I appointment may be confirmed and that Mr. Kellar s ..ome here.
- • Camden
118*120
an advertisement appearing in this
St
KOCkiaou.
i r i • u
I Letters of Trust issue to Emily G’ldden
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Murch (Lena paper several years ago inquiring for
the company, made a most enticing
Miss Mary C. Davis leaves Mon Io 8.
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
John. 4th. married Poll) Dillaway ; resided and died in Hope.
wehh of Boston. Mass with bond
Bamesj
formerly
of
this
place
are
1
Mnle
U?
el
£c°
m
"
lUDlcate
with
"
B
E
”
modern improvements. Inquire at
supper. Those who were fortunate <}ay for Woodfords where rtarmun
she will , 9- Thomas, married a Collamore; resided and died in Hope.
arc care
Courier-Gazette.
118-120 All
| pJ®™TdE
ucen^Tse°u rereivlno
12 ELM ST.
117-tf
receiving congratulations on the-------------------------------------------------enough to be in the company were visit her niece Mrs. Clarence Harmon
birth
of
a riflii'rhtnr Tnnino
WANTED—Position as housekeeper In i
returned'
10.
Jacob
married
first.
Nancy
(or
as
the
town
records
have
it,
AnaAnhurJ
.
THu^orTO
LET—Several nice rents, all mod
Mr. and Mrs. William Gillchrest, Mr
The C. B. Borlands have
oirtn ol a daughter. James Joy.
fani,iy of one. respectable man
M.
ern .furnished and unfurnished. H. H.
—
-------WATTS. R. D. 1, Thomaston. Me.
and Mrs. Ambrose Wallace and to Chicago after spending the
he sum- meriah) Robinson, who died Oct. 28. 1/95; second, barah Kelloch, horn n y. Guardian asking that he may be
STOVER. Ill Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
117*119 ____________________________________ 117-122
licensed to sell at private sale certain
daughter Miss Ethel. Mrs. Minnie mer here.
WARREN
Dec. 11. 1796; died April 6, 1813.
real
estate
belonging
to
said
ward
situ

WANTED—Position as housekeeper by[
Beckett and son Roy. Mrs. Willis! At the regU]ar meeting of KeyROBINSON. JACOB. He served as a private jn Capt. Samuel ated in Rockland and de cribed in said
The Rebekah Lodge will have 1 middle aged American woman, for elder-1 TO LET—Upper flat of 3 furnished
Spear, Mr. and »Jrs. Frank Lunt. Mrs. stone Cilapter R AM, next Wcdpetition.
installation next Monday, Refresh- ;5XDK,°e^L or ttoldMvwhcr7Ct Gw)<i"rpSfpIi-8 ’ antTbath’s*’week'11 Inquire0 iiW^CRESGreffs company. Col. James Cargill’s regiment, from August 25, 1775.
ESTATE OF JAMES F GP.INDEL late
John Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Bennie nes(iay evening there will be work in
„r will be served. , x
™£s'en£ F.^. “ox 29 B. F°a? VmS: CENT ST- _Tel_gl2L__________ U7-ll_»
Rockland, deceased first account filed ments
to Dec. 31, 1775. The company was rayed in St. Georges, Waldoboro of
Smalley and son. Hiram Labi1. Mi. the Master Mason degree,
for allowance by F. Stuart Grlndel. Exr.
Mr. ana Mrs. Charles McKellar ! haven. Me.
116*119
TO LET—Five room furnished apartand Mrs. Earl Maxey and Mr. and
j^r an£j
A g prince are en- and Camden and stationed there for defense of the sea coast. He
ESTATE OF JAMES F. GRINDEL late had as their guests Wednesday Mr,
uuxTrn_,v.,
---------------------- XT, ment. bath, hot water heat at 3J. Fleas—w
WANTED—Cookk----and
Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
ANNE V. FLINT, 32 School St.
Mrs. Albert Wallace.
joying a motor trip through Canada. re-entered the service March 5, 1776, as a private in Capt. Benjamin of
termine Inheritance Tax filed by F. and Mrs. John Rankin of Cambridge around waitress at PARK street cafe
117-tf
« • » «
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spruce leave Plummers company and served until Dec. 10, 17/6, when he. was disSEA ORILL Must
we!1
estate of Fannie h. dyer late of Mass., and Miss Theresa Rankin of
TO LET—Tenement of 4 rooms and
Crrin C. Dodd of Bloomfield, N. J., today by motor for Boston to spend ,
,
'
■
■
, . c.
x
.k
Rockland.
—
---------------------------------------shed,
partly
furnished.
$3.50
per
week.
deceased, first and final
was in town Friday and called upon the weekend.
charged. I he company was stationed at at. tieorges tor the defense ot Vinalhaven,
Wprinpqdav
nvpnincr
'
WANTED- To board invalid or elderly
account filed for allowance bv Lloyd J.
j
saay evening being the man or woman by a practical nurse in TEL 1199-W_____________________ 117-119
Mrs. Clara Williams with whose late
Mrs. C. W. Henry has returned to the sea coast.
Dyer. Admr.
TO LET—Four room furnished apart
birthday anniversary of C. W. Me- country home comforts MRS. LANDESTATE OF BENJAMIN K. WARE Kellar and Thomas Simpson, a social ERS- 100 Union St. Tel. 1049-J
ment. bath, furnace, $8 per week. V. F.
husband. Capt. Thomas C. Williams. Philadelphia after spending the sumR()BI\8()\ JAMES. He served as sergeant in Capt. Archibald
late of Washington, deceased. Petition
116*118-121
STUDLEY.
69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
117-tf
he made a voyage or two to sea in mer at Orchardside.
i Xk.Allist;rh C(‘CTpan}. Col. Samuel McCohb’s regiment in the expedition lor Administration asking that Forrest time was enjoyed by both families
WANTED—Second hand cook stovdfe.
TO LET—Tenement. Inquire 16 MAVH, Bond of Jefferson, or some other at the home of Mr. Simpson. Rethe ship Saint Paul. Mr. Dodd was
There will be a presentation of the
.
,,
:
i i 11 1-77
c
71 1777
Payinq good prices. ROCKLAND FUR- ERICK ST. or Tel. 99-J.
117-tf
_
suitable person be appointed Admr. with
familiar with the ships and their world work of the Congregational against Castine^ tromjuly 11,^/ //, to b.ept.
_-t. lz//.
1 tq LET—Furnished four room teneROBINSON, JOHN. He served as sergeant in Capt. Samuel bo^dTATE OF DORA F METCALF late freshments of ice cream, cookies and NITURE CO Tel 427-R.
masters of the years 1870 to 1890. He denomination at the parish house
cake were served.
WANTED-Agents in Rockland and ment. MRS. C. P. MILLER. Tel. 410.
rounded Cape Horn 14 times which Monday evening at 7 o'clock. The | Gregg's company, Col. James Cargill’s regiment, stationed at St. (Jeorges, of Rockland, deceased, petition for ad
vicinity to sell Christmas cards; $1 ______________________
117*119
kept him on long voyages most of thq, speakers include Miss Alice Huggins, Waldoboro and Camden for the defense of the sea coast from August 8 ministration asking that Harry T
centrtDroflt C°SARAHSSTONEe<STljnios U T? LET—Four room apartment with
Sukeforth of Grand Valley, Colorado,
cent profit. SARAH STONE STUDIOS, bath, also another of 5 rooms and toilet.
time of his seafaring life. This was vice president of the Goodrich Girls
or some other suitable person be ap
Bangor. Me.
ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park St.
__
Mr. Dodd's first visit to Thomaston School. Tungtsein. China: James P. 1775, to Dec. 31, 1775.
pointed Admr. without bond.
If
you
liave
a
cottage
to
let
cr
desire
sum

stitchers
at Tel. 438-J.__________________________ 116-tf
VV ANTED— Experienced
ROBINSON,
JOSEPH.
He
served
as
a
private
in
Capt.
Starrett
’
s
ESTATE OF JOHN M S. „..R late Of mer boarders advertise the fact In this nanei
He was motored about town by Dr O'Brien, president of the Straight
MODERN PANTS CO.
118-tf I
TO LET—Double tenement at 8 Madeceased, first and final account win-re tlmu-fliids will read of It.
O. F. Cushing. Mr. Dodd will re College. New Orleans; Rev. Rodney detachment from Col. Mason Wheaton’s regiment from June 29, 1779, Warren,
filed for allowance by Alice S Spear
WANTED—To loan money on auto, I ™>'c St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
115-120
Admx. c. t. a
turn to Bloomfield after a visit to W. Roundy, superintendent of the to J'ilv 2, 1 779. in the Eastern Department in Camden.
household furniture, diamonds, etc. InTO LET—Furnished ftnartment nf 1
terest 3 per cent per month on unpaid room and kitchenette $6*50 a week V
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD
relatives in Rockland and will spend Congregational Churches in Maine.
Lor.t
and
Found
ROBINSON, REUBEN. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Beniamin Esquire. Judge of Probate Court - for
balances
KNOX FINANCE CO;.o
F- STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
The flower boxes were removed
the winter in Virginia.
Knox Count-. Poickiand »'->
118-tfi
LOST—I r pin with coral rose in School St., opp. PostofBce.
112-tf
The condition of T. B. Wyllie who from the electric light poles yester Plummer’s company, March 5, 1776, and was discharged Dec. 10, 1776.
ESTATE OF GEORGE W. k'AGEE first center, either at Ferry’s Market, on Main
TO LET -Six room house on Grace St.
was operated on for appendicitis a day, a gentle reminder that winter is The company was stationed at St. Georges for the defense of the sea coast. and final account filed for allowance by St. or at Park Theatre. Reward. TEL.
Alan L. Bird, Administrator d. b.n.c. t a. 253-W.
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS,
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
119*121
few days ago, is reported rs comfort on the way.
ROBINSON, ROBERT. He served as a private in Capt. Samuel
ESTATE OF GEORGE W. MAGEE
______
112-tf
For Sale
LOST—Flat black pocket book with
The annual clerical conference of Gregg's company. Col. James Cargill’s regiment, from August 25. 1775. Petition to determine Inheritance Tax
able.
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
monev.
Finder
please
telephone
164
filed by Alan L. 3iid Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.
Next Sunday will be Rally Day at the Episcopal Diocese of Maine is
CAMDEN. Reward.
117*119 ——. ■---———------—------ ;—--------—- , her apartment of 5 rooms to aresponAttest:
FOR SALE-Lady s silk plushsatin - sib’e party for the winter. Call at 21
the Baptist Church and Sunday being held this week at the Holiday to December 31, 1775. The company was raised in St. Georges, \\ aldoCHARLES L VEAZIE, Register.
large coat. Worn only few
times TALBOT AVE. orTel. 8-R
111-tf
boro
and
Camden
and
stationed
there
for
defense
of
the
sea
coast.
He
TO
LET
—
Three-room
furnished
apart lined,
House
of
the
Girls'
Friendly
Society
School at 9.45 a. m. There will be
119-S-125
£rice
low Write for particulars.CAPT.
------- —------------------ ---------------------------- —
ment, first floor, with basement, lights, ALMON
W.
RICHARDS.
Rockport.
Me.
,o
LEr
ro«.m
apartment,
all
modern
graduations and an interesting pro- on the Belfast road,
joined Capt. Benjamin Plummer’s company as a private March 5, 1776,
water. THOMPSON S. 16 Willow St.
,
119-tf conveniences, furnished nr unfurnished. 19
gram. This will be a fine opportunity \ Fred F. Thomas is soon to open and was discharged December 16, 1776. The company was stationed at
119*121
— GROVH ST. Phone 1II3-VV’.
110-tf
Notices ot .Appointment
FOR
SALE
—
13
R.
I.
Red
pullets,
start---------------- ------ —_
for any who are considering joining! indoor golf at his present store on
TO LET—Tenement. 6 rooms, all mod ed laying; 3 pair steers and heifer. . •
s?nr,UIe an<1 Karagc.
V. F.
St.
Georges
for
defense
of
the
sea
coast.
ern.
D.
L.
McCARTY,
Northend
drug
Main
street.
He
is
to
clear
out
his
the school to do so.
STHOLLI. mi Park St. Tel, limn.
luD-if
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro store.
119-tf AUSTIN A. TOWLE, Appleton. Me
ROUNDY, AZOR. On Sept. 25, 1775, a receipt was given to bate
Services at the Baptist Church antique store and install a course
for the County of Knox, in the
___________ ________________________ 119*121 I
TO LET I’pper flat. 12 Cedar SI., four
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
in
FOR
SALE
—
One
English
Setter,
male
!
'.TVl'.U
lw,,s
'
Mlts
ASunday 9.45 Sunday School; 11 a. m. that will be up-to-date in every re- Daniel Hopkins at Beverly, Mass., by Azar Roundy and others tor
ENT OF THE OWNERSHIP.
the followin'? estates the persona were
morning worship, topic “Sleeping spect.
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC . 2 years old and one Al skunk dog, also •IAMLMIX, ill North fllain ,St. Tel. 456-R.
advance payment for one month’s service in defense of the seacoast. Hr appointed Administrators or Executor:
ms-tf
REC JIRED BY THE ACT OF CON April pullets^ Charles erickson. '_______ _____
Sickness:" 7 p. m. Vesper service,
Mr. and Mrs. James Farrell have cnli.'tcd (uh 15, 1775, as a drummer in Capt. Moses Brown’s company, and on the dates hereinafter named:
Me.. R. D. 1, Box 98.____ 117*119 j
Til LET -In Thomaston, small clean rent,
GRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912. OF Warren. Me.,
AARON W. WINCHENBACH la*e of
subject. "Men Wanted.”
! returned to Boston after a visit with
THE COURIER-GAZETTE. PUBLISHED
FOR SALE--Chevrolet ton truck, new
^l‘,,,tTlcIty. toilet. JIBS. A. II.
irrving six months and two days. The company was stationed at B»vcrly Thomaston, deceased, September 16th,
Mr .and Mrs. Herbert A. Merry Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bean.
EVERY TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND rear
ar end, new transmission, six good tires,! 1 iLUsm Bv._____ __ _____________ 197-if
1930, Charles LI. Starrctt of Thomas
to: defense of the sea coast. He enlisted in Capt. Jonathan Proctor’s ton was appointed Exr.
SATURDAY. AT ROCKLAND MAINE. good battery, new brakes.
Bargain
leave today for Boston to atttend
------------------TO LET—Four room tenement, electric
FOR OCTOBER 1. 1930.
ALBERT COPELAND late of Warren,
EARLE B. BARRON. 96 Maverick St.
lights. W. F. TIBBETTS. 148 Union St.
company. Col. Jacob Gerrish’s regiment, Nov. 12, 1777, and served until deceased.
the National Convention of the
FRIENDSHIP
September 16th. 1WC. Flora C State of Maine. County of Kr >x, SS.
119*121 Tel. 297-R_____ _________________ 118-tf
____________________________________
American Legion.
j
____
Before
me.
a
Notary
Public
in
and
fpr
Peabody
and
N.
B.
Eastman,
both
of
April 3, 1 778. the company being stationed at Charlestown and Cam
FOR SALE- Dobermann Pinscher, peoi- I to LET—Neat and clean 5 room teneThe ladies' circle of the Baptist
Mrs. LaForest R. Bums returned bridge, Mass. Mr. Roundy was a resident of St. Georges in 1790. He Warren were appointed Exrs. without the State and county afore: aid. person greed spayed female, 16 months, depend- ment. toilet, lights, cellar, shed. SARAH
ally appeared W. O. Fuller, w'ho having
bond.
Church will have «a business
meet- home
a two
weeks’ visit
uuoinvoo uivcinuinc Tuesday
iuebuay 1from
1uni a.
iwu wcena
.
,,,,
L
09 17>7
Ck
MARY E. DYER late of Rock’.and. de been duly sworn according to law. de able disiKjrition. trained for house and ' E. BARTER. 41 Fulton St Tel 213-R
im.ir
ing at the vestry next Wednesday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. An- married Lydia 1 liorndikc who was born Alay ll 1/3Z. bne was a ceased. September 16th, 1930. Philip A. poses and says that he is the Editor of car. Address D. P.. care Courler-Gazette l
119-121. —-------------------— ft ............ ..
.1. ...
I«v, 1 .
i
i
i .
’ 1_ _ .
_ n'L
1 j U „ and
,1 ..J..*n r- of f Capt. Joshua
IrtL-nno Thorndike.
I krxrr
Dyer was appointed Exr. without bond. The Courier-Gazette, and that the fol
daughter
of I.Ebcnezcr
Thorndike
sister
afternoon to elect
officers and plan
dreas Hartel, Jr., of West Newton,
a
S
a
TO LET—Five room tenement, all
ALAM E. HARLOW late of South lowing is, to the best of his knowledge
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds, modern. garage
southern
exposure,
for tlie year's work. At 6 o'clock
Miss NJary Gay returned Tuesday
SEAVEY. EL1AKI.YI. He served as a private in Lieut.' Joseph Thomaston, deceased. September 16th. and belief, a true statement of the both
sexes. O. E. WILSON, St. George ROBERT U COLLINS 375 Main St
they will liave supper for themselves 1 to The Hedges, Norton, Mass.
Tel. 163-13
Tel 77
'
118 tf
1930. Helen M. Rack’iff of South Thom ownership, management, the circulation, road. Thomaston. Me
McLellan's compaay at the Eastward from Dec. 6, 1780, to March 24, aston
119*121 ——------ =—— ---------------------------------- - - - was apnointed Exx. without bond. etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
and a few others who help to carry
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis and Mr. 1781, when'he was discharged. The company was detached from Col.
"O LET—Cottage house on Cainden
JAMES D. FISK late of Rockland, de date shown In the above caption re- ———----- —--------------------------on.
and Mrs. Raymond Chadwick and
“ALE—Two kprlng Itrju wnite St.: also 4 room apartment on Summer
ceased. September 16th, 1930. Ada B. qulred by the Act of August 24. 1912, „.
A. D. Davis attended the under daughter of Monhegan visited friends loseph Prime s regiment by order of Gen. Wadsworth to serve out tbc Dalzell of Rockland was appointed Exx embodied in section 443. Postal Laws and i Chester pigs. MRS. H P BUCHANAN. St. Apply MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St.
Regulations.
Mountain St.. Camden. Tel. 457-11.
Tel 318-R
118-tf
without
bond.
takers' convention in
Lewiston in town Wednesday.
balance o! eight months' term of enlistment.
1. That the names and addresses of I____________________________________ 118-120
FRANK T. SMITH late of Troy. N. Y.
rtment
in
Bicknell
block.
Thursday and Friday.
Mrs. Olevia Crute and daughter
SEAVEY . JOSEPH. He was a captain in Col. Benjamin Foster’s deceased. September 16th. 1930. Julia E the publisher and editor are: Publisher, I FOR SALE—Brand new stroller with! Apply to B. B. SMITH Thorndike *
k Hix
Hix
Mrs. Blanche Everett with Clara Frances of Jersey City. Mr. and Mrs. regiment serving ar Machias from Dec. 5, 1778, to Dec. 25, 1778. Mem Smith of Troy. N. Y.. was appointed Exx The Courier-Gazette. Rockland. Me.1 top. price 110. New Companion sewing Lobster Co. Tel 208
118-tf
without
bond.
Editor.
W
O.
Fuller.
Rockland.
Me
l
machine.
$5:
woman's
gray
coat,
size
33,
Spear as driver made a motor trip Oscar P. Wallace and daughter Ma
Associate
Edltdr.
F.
A.
Winslow,
Rock-1
Inquire
17
ORIENT
ST.
113-120
CARRIABELL ULMER late of St. Paul
Wednesday to Damariscotta and rion. Mrs. Nina M. Gould and son bers of the family residing in New Hampshire claim that Capt. Seavey was Minn., deceased, August 19th. 1930. land. Me.
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE—Special custom built, 12
2. That the owners arc The CourierPemaquid. returning by the way of John and Merrill D. Wallace of Dor with Washington’s army at Vallet Forge. Capt. Seavey was born in Philip T. Ulmer of St. Paul. Minnesota
{un. 30 in barrels,
Gazette. Rockland.’ MV i5d
was
appointed
Exr.
without
bond.
MAYHEW
’S CIDER MILL at 561 Old
Round Pond. Mrs. Alma Spear and chester. Bernard Wallace of Brook Portsmouth, N. IL. June 12, 1747, died in Cushing. Oct. 15, 1826. He
oil limsnea
finished :stock
on
ADELAIDE B. WEED late of Rock holders owning or holdine l nrr rpnt nr oeantnui nana-ruoDea.
WOTt.;h
h »
75- ^e $40 County road will be ready to make cider
$7.
line. and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maloney was married to Elizabeth Knight at Portsmouth, Dec. 23, 1772. On land. deceased. September 16th. 1930 more of thJ1 tolal amount Pof s?«k? I
Miss Mary Rice were her guests.
117-tf
i
6
Grinding
days Mondays, ThursBURT RICHARDS. Rockport
Emily Glidden Webb of Boston, Mass, W O Fuller. Kathleen S. Fuller. Carodays and Saturdays..
119*121
The friends of Mrs. Kate j Hender of Thomaston were in town Friday
line F. Jones. F. A. Winslow. N. S. Perry.
FOR SALE- Of* trade 12 guns. 3 Parker
Dec.
8,
18(11,
Nathaniel
Vickery
of
St.
George
conveyed
to
Capt.
Seavey
was
appointed
Exx
with
bond.
Charles
son i Hooper of Port Clyde regret to to attend the funeral of Davis S. DalSTROUT’S NEW FREE CATALOGUE.
K
L. Veazie of Rockport was appointed H. G. Cole. O. F. Hills. J. M. Richard guns, also 117 watches. GEORGE «.
Georges island, containing 50 acres, on which he made his home until he Agent in Maine.
118*120 $300
40 acres, furniture, piano and
*
son. all of Rockland. Me.
learn of her death. In her earlier lace.
JAMESON. R. F. D . city.
attractive self-supporting farm home;
* ♦ * ♦
3. That
the
known
bondholders,
CARRIE W. ERIKSON late of Rock
years she was a frequent visitor in
rettled in Cushing The following children were born of his marriage:
FOR SALE—Baby carriage in first-class borders pond, good fishing and hunting;
mortagees, and other security holders,
land,
deceased.
September
15th,
1930.
David S. Wallace
Call 8 Otis St. or phone cozy 6-room house, fruit, wood and 20
Thomaston where she had a large
1. Joseph. 2d. born Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 14, 1774; died Cushing,x Swcn F.rikson of Rockland was appointed owning or holding 1 per cent or more of condition.
1181-M.
118-120 acres
clear
$900, lu bargain
number of acquaintances. Invita
Exr. without bond.
total amount of bonds, mortgages or I----------------------------------------------------------------,
. . for . crops.
—
The death of David S. Wallace oc Julv 25, 1855; married on Georges island, July 30, 1798.
other
securities
are:
(There
are
none
>.
i
FOR
SALE
—Two first class rabbit P™* third cash; pg. 31 big new free
GEORGE V7. ?«IACEE late of St. Paul
tions to her home in Martinsville curred at his home in Lawry Sept.
4. That the two paragraphs next: hounds, at reasonable prices.
EDDIE
barKaiusSTROUT
Minn., deceased. August 19th. 1930. Alan
2.
Eunice,
born
May
10,
1776;
married
James
Teel.
She
committed
were always gladly received for they 29. Mr. Wallace was born in Waldo
AGENCY. 813-DG Old South Bldg., BosL. Bird of Rockland was appointed rbove, giving the names of the owners I JOHNSON. 14 Main St., Thomaston.
stockholders. and security holders. If!
117*1191 ton- Mass.
____________________ 119-lt
ever meant an evening of pleasure. boro in 1858. and was 71 years. 10 suicide at Georges island by drowning, June 3, 1816.
Admr. d. b. n. c. t.
with bond.
not onlY the list
stock_
FOR SALE—Two power boats one 281
NOTICE—On and after this date I will
ARTHUR N LAWR. ’CE late of Rock
The funeral will be held Sunday at months old at the time of his death.
3. John, born Sept. 10, 1780; died Cushing, June 22, 1829; married land.
deceased. August Kth. 1930. Doro holders and security holders as they ap- ftr ,Ong one 31 ft long Both hi -ood bc responsible for no other bill than
2.30 at the Martinsville Church.
He married Florence A. Wincapaw of Thankful Smalley of St. George.
thy B Lawrence was : p ointed Admx. SfitralS°?n
°f*bhecondition. Excellent fish boats. Can be th°se contracted for by myself or on my
withtwt bond.
Lee Walker has returned from Friendship in 1882 and had been a
h2rtA?h
1110 stockhold®r i seen at J. O. BROWN & SON’S boat yard
authorization. D. J. NELSON.
4. Daniel, born Eeb. 28, 1782; died St. George, Nov. 13, 1854; mar
JjrVL h*d
appears upon the _____________________________________
at North Haven
inuw
Rockland. Oct. 1.
118*120
MARY If AB” LI A
J late of
118*120
Knox Hospital following several weeks resident of Friendship for 32 years
118-tf1 ____________________
Rockland, dr ~ased
Sep
ICth. 1930. books of the company as trustee or in
TRUCKING AND MOVING furniture
treatment for blood poisoning.
and a member of the Advent Church ried Sally Smalley, Oct. 8, 1807.
FOR
SALE-Hardwood
fitted. $14;
Walter J. i cur of Win tester. Mass., any other fiduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporation for whom such Junks. 812; long. 810; fitted limbs. $10; and pianos. Load wanted for Portland
Mrs. John Harding of Auburndale j for 30 years. Immediate relatives
5. Stephen, born Jan. 24, 1784; died St. George, Aug. 2, 1859; was appointed Admr. without bor
thereabout. Goods insured. R. W.
NATHAN M. LEACH late Oi Vcrren. trustee is acting, is given; also that the fitted soft wood and slabs. $8; also lum or
is visiting her parents»Mr. and Mrs. surviving besides his widow are five married Jean Hathorn.
JEWELL. 49 Tillson Ave. Tel. 837.
said two paragraphs contain statements ber. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 253-21.
deceased. Se .t. 17th. 133 » Lorin; J.
___________ 118*120
Thomas Long.
sons, Almon M. and Milton E. of
embracing affiant’s full knowledge and
appointe.t / dnr. with ben 1.
118-tf
6. Nathaniel, born Jan. 20, 1786; died St. George, March 18, 1861 ; was
EDMUND L ;.AST;NGG late cf R ick- belief as to the circumstances and con
PARTS FOR ALL MAKES OF RANGES
The senior High School class had Friendship. Merrill and Oscar P. of
FOR SALE—Upright piano. Popular
lp’..d deceast ’ Sent. ' J.d. 1930. / vbert ditions under which stockholders and Clarion range, gas range. 7’2 h. p. and and furnaces may be obtained at STON
a social and dance at the Andrews Dorchester, and Bernard of Brook- married .Miriam Clark.
M. Hastings
Rxklan i was appointed security holders who do not appear upon 2 h. p. elctric motors. Standard comput INGTON FURNITURE CO.. 313-319 Main
7. Thomas, horn Sept. 9, 1788; died Cushing, Feb. 18, 1849; married A<*m~. with l
gymnasium last evening.
line; and four daughters, Mrs. Stella
the books of the company as trustees, ing scales, all in good condition. Bar St.. Rockland. Tel. 980.
117-129
MVRG/.R7T
’.77 ’CAPAW late of hold stock and securities in a capacity gain prices. W. F. TIBBETTS. 148 Union
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig has returned Lawry of South Waldoboro. Mrs. Mary Kerby, the ceremony performed by Col. Beniamin Burton. She was
DR. JOHN, LUNT, Medium, will be at
other
than
that
of
a
bona
fide
owner;
v,
a
-cn.
d'cer-d.
.must
19th,
1930.
St.
297-R.
118-tf the home of R. A. Greene, 38 Beech St.,
from a visit with friends in Boston j Nina Gould of Dorchester, Mrs. Fred
Charles 7' Yc.ua'4 va aDnointed Admr. and this affiant has no reason to believe
born in Cushing, Jan. 6, 1 783.
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sawed In every Tuesday for readings and treat
and other Massachusetts towns.
Maloney of Thomaston and Mrs.
c. t. a. w th bond.
that any other person, association, or
8.
David,
born
Dec.
17,
1790;
died
St.
George,
Nov.
17,
1865;
stove
lengths.
$1.25
per
foot;
edgings.
10 ment by appointment. TEL. 1186-X.
Attest
;
corporation
has
any
interest
direct
or
Mrs. Nellie Dean is visiting Mrs. Oleira Crute of Jersey City; also a
indirect in the said stock, bonds, or bundles for $1. R. S. JORDAN. G Kelley
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
William T. Smith.
brother John of Phippsburg. The married Watie Jameson.
Tel.
522-M.
118-tf
other securities then as so stated by him. lane.
_____________________ _ ________________
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2nd
SMITH. JOHN. He served as a private in Capt. Joseph Jones’
Rally day will be observed at the pastor of the local Adventist Church.
5. That
. . the <average number of copies
FOR SALE-One piano, one bedroom
~KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16
118-tf
There may be planty of freedom of each Issue of this publication sold or suite, extension dining room table. U School St. Opp, postofflee.
Federated Church Sunday by a spe- Rev. E H. Timberlake, conducted the ,!(tac|lnlent „f militia; marched fune 29, 1779 and was d-schaigcd July
distributed
through
the
mails
or
otherdoz.
oak
chairs.
V.
F
STUDLEY.
69
Pnrk
•
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON file vour saws
in free love, but believe me, there is
cial program given by the Sunday services at the Wallace home Friday
/-unden bv order of Col William Tones
'
school at 11 a. «n The vestry of the afternoon at 2 o'clock. Burial was in l0' I ' :‘r
l"’ .,
,
•
u •
mighty little love.—Rt. Rev Walter is 6131. (This information is required
FOR SALE—Mill wood4 ft. long. $6.50: , ggjS ST- Tel- 101°- _____________ ltt-tf
Congregational Church will be used the Roadside cemetery.
SMI I H, JOHN. He served as a private in Capt. Beniamin Pluin- J. Carey.
from daily publications only, but The
atov® length, $8; fitted wood. $14; alsoLADIES—Reliable stock
of hair goods
for this purpose and all parents are
------------------' mer’s company from July 6, 1779, to Sept. 24, 1779, on th» Penobscot
Courier-Gazette waives the exemption). iil5nber’
A- PACKARD. R. F. D.. at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
W. O. FULLER.
Thomaston.__________________ orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
cordially invited to be present. At
The Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor expedition, l be company was detached from Col. William Jones regiThe “Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor
Sworn to and subscribed before me
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all riegrrip. TeL S19-J._________________
H8-tf
the evening service nt 7 oclock the Golf Course, located at Fireproof, nlPnt f„r scrx iCP under Col. Samuel McCobb on an expedition against Golf Course, located at Fireproof this
1st day of October. 1930.
tions in Rockland. A large list of sumFARMH COUNTRY Homes cottages
preacher will be Dr. J. P. OBrien. Garage, Rockland, will open about ,, •iri,q„.„i„„
F'NntJrvP^hiir mer cotUges. In fact all kinds of real end estates, up-to-date property. In the
Garage.
Rockland,
will
open
about
president of Straight College. New Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the *'
a. .umce.
.
, ,
,
p?‘5iic estate. Come and talk over my list if garden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bav
Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the
[To Be Continued]
(My commission expires Sept. 4.
37'.. you wish to buy., ROBERT U. COLLINS/ Write us what you want
ORRIN J
Orleans,
I fine, clean, warm course.—adv.

J. G. GATH

9_ _ _

In Everybody’s Column

,

fine, clean, warm course.—adv.

119-lt 1 375 Main St. Tel. 77.

118-t^ DICKEY, Belfast, Me.

’

J18-tC

Every-Other-Day
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noon Ladies’ Aid will meet in the
TENANT’S HARBOR
vestry; Wednesday evening the Sunday
in the Baptist
Johnson Society will meet; Thurs Church Rev.morning
Barton will preach
‘“Prayer — the Prevailing
day evening prayer service at 7 the third in F.a W.
series of sermons on
o'clock.
! "The Coming Again of the Lord
Power” Was Theme of the
i Jesus Christ." Tiidrc will be special
When I was a boy We had three
Quarterly Meeting
STRAND THEATRE
musical nurpbers. The C. E. will meet
plants in the home that now seem to
y
at 6 with the subject. “Folks In Our
have become extinct.
“Holiday,” Monday and Tuesday Community,” in charge of the devoThe Quarterly meeting of the Lin
The Fuchsia—we had a large one.
In addition to personal notes regarding
Mr. and Mrs. Halsey Dickson (Mil coln Baptist Association, held at
It grew up on a trellis about three feature, is concerned with the delici-' j tional committee. Following the song
departures and arrivals, tills department espe dred Kline) have been guests of Mr. West Rockport was an unusually in
feet high and then down to the floor. ously amusing adventures of an up service at 7. Miss Harriet Long will
cially des<res Information of aortal happenings,
A
It was a handsome plant in bloom. and con#hg young man who wants to bring the message of the evening,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or and Mrs. Joseph Brewster, Camden, teresting and inspiring session.
telephone aa 111 be gladly received.
on their way to their home in large delegation from the various
To what family it belongs I do not play while he's young and work when
the Association, as
Continuous service of steaks and
TELEPHONE _____________ _____________ 770 Phillipsburg, N. J.,.from a motor trip churches of
know. The dictionary says: “A flow he's old, and who is loved by two
through Canada. Mrs. Dickson was sembled at the opening hour, and re
ering plant of many species.” My beautiful Kid wealthy sisters, has -'hops anil supper specials are now
been expertly dramatized on the taK- featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The
The first meeting of the Shakes one of Mrs. Brewster's bridesmaids. mained throughout the day and eve
Nature's Program does not list it.
ning.
•
luncheon idea in connection with the
peare Society for the season takes
The Wandering Jew — grew all 1 ing screen.
The theme of the whole day was
The Tango Club enjoyed a day at
place Monday evening; with Mrs.
around the upper part of the room. ’ In bringing "Holiday" to the talk Ice cream parlors has met with high
"Prayer, the Prevailing Power." and
109-tf
H. B. Fales, 73 Camden street, as the Chase Farm Thursday. ■
■The technical name of this plant also ing screen, Pathc has assembled a favor.
the speakers presented many phases
distinguished cast of screen and stage
hostess. Mrs. Eva Hellier will be
is unknown to me.
leader, and these papers wi’l be pre
The Sensitive Plant—if you touched lavorites. In tlie leading feminine The symbol of China is a dragon.
Mrs. Charles Bickijell and Mrs. of the prayer-life, all agreeing that
sented: The Story of the Play, Julius Maurice Wilson attended the Grange the subject could not be exhausted,
it lightly every leaf would quiver and roles are Ann Harding and Mary As So do her internal wars.—Virginianbut merely touched on, during one
Caesar, by Miss Maud Smith; Where Fair at St. George Wednesday.
draw itself up. Family unknown to tor, one a ravishing blond, the other Pilot.
brief session. The moderator, Rev.
a stunning brunette. Miss Hardine
Shakespeare Found His Material,
—
me.
who was the star of the New York
Miss Lucy Rhodes:The Style and: Miss Mary
Cushman who P C. Hughey, of Rockport, presided,
I
have
not
seen
cither
of
these
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
the Association expressed much
stage production of "The Trial o.
Structure of the Play, Mrs. Nina j^as been spending the summer with and
plants
for
many
years.
Once
in
a
Mary Dugan.” is made to order for 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Beverage; The Julius Caesar of her grandmother, Mrs. Ellen Cush regret, that such a fine young man
while
in
my
sauntcrings
I
come
upon
was to lfcave. Yet congratulating Mr.
Other Writers, Mrs. Helen Orne.
an old-fashioned garden—Tiger lilies, the role of the unconventional, so
man, left Wednesday for her home in Hughey because of the larger oppor
Osteopathic
Physician
marigolds, sunflowers, 'geraniums, phisticated Park Avenue girl who i
Pittsburgh.
tunities to which God has called him.
a good man when she sees him
Telephone 136
Miss Lucy Farnsworth is at the
blackeyed Susans. Wc have flowers knows
A
hearty
welcome
was
extended
to
Park Square Hotel, Boston, for a
around the house, but not a garden— j In championing the cause of this I
Miss Caroline Littlefield who has Rev. Leroy Campbell, who has re
different young man who
short tune on business. Miss Farns been in Washington, D. C., for two cently come to the Camden Baptist
a few castor-bean plants—piclnus thoroughly
is a bit "batty" on the subject ol a
worth; despite her advanced age weeks has arrived home, stopping in Church. Ten churches responded to
communis, on Palma Christi, a native holiday
men. Miss Hardin MINERAL SALTS GIVE HER
and feeble -health, made the trip Portland for a few days to be the the roll-call at the business hour.
of the West Indies, said to grow 20 j is a joyforto young
watch and a delight to
alone.
\
feet in one season. Ours are only listen to.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rev. J. C. MacDonald and Rev. Mr.
TIRED HUBBY NEW PEP
about four feet high but our neigh- j Mary Astor as the other sister who
Rhodes.
,
Campbell were the speakers of the
bor's are about eight feet with leaves ' is loved by Johnny, but who wants to "My husband took 2 bottles of VIMr. and Mrs. E. R. Veazie are leav
morning, the former having as his
two feet across. The most of the make him a great big success in the r.ol. Now he has good appetite and
ing by motor tomorrow morning for Mrs. Cora G. Williams who has been subject "Prayer as Found in Acts,”
growth has been within the last business world, is convincing and be- more strength, pep and vigor than he
Boston where they will attend the spending the greater part of the sum showing that prayer is the vital force
YOUNGEST
MOVIE
STAR
IN
GREAT
BRITAIN:
Pic

month. If the frost holds off it will , lievable in a difficult role. As the ; ever had."—Mrs. Ralph Starkey.
National American Legion convention. mer with her sister, Mrs. Clara John and power in the life of the individual
be a case of Jack and the Bean Stalk. Julia who wants the man she loves Doctors have long known the value
son, has returned to this city and as well as the church. As the prayer ture shows Betty Joan Carter, 13, daughter of Mrs. J. Carter, oi Louden,
E tland, said to be Great Britain’s youngest movie star. She ie an
We have never tried making our own to work for the things she thinks im- if mineral elements iron, calcium with
life grows. God is able to lead us on.
Chapin Class will meet with its opened her Warren street home.
. -complished dancer and has posed for noted English artists.
castor oil. All we do.is poke a small portant, Mary Astor cou'.d not be im- cod liver peptone, as contained in VIMr. Campbell's subject was "The
president, Mrs. Carrie Palmer, 26
hole in the soil, put' in a bean, no ■ proved on
Pleasant street, Tuesday evening. Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Washburn have Connection Between Prayer, and
nol. Nervous, easily tired people arc
fertilizer, and leave the rest to nature.
Members are asked to bring sewing. taken the Mrs. Annie Thomas house Faith in God.” "Prayer unlooses
The up and coming young man in . surprised how Vinol gives new
at The Highlands for the winter.
In
our
neighbor's
back
yard
is
a
THIS
IS
NO
NATURE
FAKE
power, but back of prayer must be
question, Johnny Case, who wants to strength, sound sleep and a BIG npbush which bears a handsome red retire at the ripe old age of 25, is petite. Gives you more PEP to enjoy
faith in Ood.” At the afternoon
Mrs. George Smith, Mrs. William
Mrs.
Howard
Hall
motored
to
rose
up
to
time
of
frost.
I
just
looked
|
session, Rev. W. A. Mesler of MorrillT
Ellingwood, Mrs. A. M. Hastings, Mrs. j
played with evident enthusiasm by life! Vinol tastes delicious. C. H.
George Wooster and Mrs. John I. Farmington yesterday and on her gave a helpful talk on prayer in the Sam Millay’s Dog Fatally Shot With Double-Barrelled Gun at it and saw two roses in full bloom, Robert Ames.—adv.
Moor Co., Druggists.
return
was
accompanied
by
her
several buds ready to bloom, and oth
home, “which,” said the speaker,
Snow entertained members of the
daughter,
Miss
Estelle
Hall,
also
Miss
ers in process—Everlasting I think !
"makes for power in the open.” Rev.
By Another Hunter’s Dog
Cardinal Club and guests Thursday ■
they call it. There are apple, peach. ;
evening at luncheon and cards in .the Mary Small and Miss Virginia Snow, A. A. Walsh of Glenmere, delivered
pear and plum trees in our adjoining ’
Beverage "barn," Amesbury street. j all students at the Normal School, an evangelistic sermon, based on the
MONDAY-TUESDAY
home for the weekend.
Lord's Prayer, developing the fact
A tragedy believed to bc unique in The animal shortly reappeared but neighborhood yards.
I have doubts of my ability to lay
that the religion of Jesus Christ is a
Cards have been received from
"The Red Fox Inn,” Niagara Falls,! Mrs. E. B. Shaw and son Elmer who positive religion. A prayer and testi the country's annals occurred a few just as he came into view a dog be- i out a flower garden'properly
A Four Year Course In
The Sauntercr
sent by Mrs. A. A. Fales and Mrs. have been guests of Mrs. Ella Grimes mony meeting closed the afternoon days ago in Rockport whefl one dog longing to another hunter ran across
Love, Laughter,
a shotgun which the owner had laid
Member No. 2, N.C.C
Lura B. Fales, who were accompanied at her Crescent Beach cottage, left by session.
Somerville, Mass.
The evening address was given by shot another with a double-barrelled on a knoll, cocked.
Fun and Football!
there by Mrs. Walter E. Bowe and motor yesterday for their honje in
Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant’s Har gun.
Mrs. Hanson Rayner, all of Belmont, Sharon, Mass.
There
was
a
flash
and
a
loud
report
The Play That Stayed
bor, taking the text, "Not by might,
Mass. They will also visit Winsor,
ROCKPORT
The victim of the shooting was a and the astonished hunters saw Mr.
The
Auxiliary
of
Sons
of
Union
nor
by
power,
but
by
my
Spirit,
saith
a Year on Broadway!
Ontario, and Detroit, Mich. Return
ing they will visit friends in Kings • Veterans is to have a bridge party the Lord.” He emphasized the pre valuable hound belonging to Samuel Mikav's dog go down with the con
On
October
15
the
Ladies'
Aid
of
It
’
s
a
Happy, Snappy Story of
vflle and Hamilton. Ontario and Sara Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall vailing powers of today, which oppose Millay, one of the town's best known tents of both barrels in his body. The the M. E. Church will hold a public
with
Mrs.
Anastasia
Harmon
as
the
and
hinder
the
forward
movement
of
Cute
Co-eds
and College Cutups!
toga Springs. They expect to be
tesidents.
wound was so serious that the animal supper, menu to consist of baked
the Kingdom of God, "but," said the
away two weeks and are making the hostess.
beans,
salads,
pies,
etc.
Mr.
Millay
had
just
fired
at
two
was put out of his misery.
speaker, “when the church will tarry
trip by automobile.
Mrs. Russell Thurston and baby
Mrs. Elton Merrield and son Billy on its knees before God, these oppos woodcock, but wasn't sure whether As recompense for his loss Mr.
daughter
left on the boat Friday
of
Keezar
Falls
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
ing
forces
will
be
overcome."
he had brought either down and Millay was presented with the canine night for Milton,
G. A. Kleene, professor of economics
Mass., where they
Mrs.
George
B.
Clark,
Broadway.
The
West
Rockport
church
provid

at Trinity College has returned to
called for his dog which had strayed which had been guilty of dog- will make their future home. Mr
ed bountifully, dinner and supper for
Hartford, but Mrs. Kleene will re
away from the scene.
slaughter.
Thurston is an instructor at East1
main for a time on their farm in Hope Mrs. Veda Brown of Court stre»t, the visiting delegates; the church at
Milton Academy.
at the head of Alford Lake. Their was hostess to the T. Club last eve tractive in itself, was made more so
Mrs. William Whitney spent the!
by a profusion of lovely fall flowers;
CENTRAL MAINE ROADS
The Congregational Women's Asso  weekend at Vinalhaven as guest of i
son, Stephen Cole Kleene, who gradu ning.
ciation will hold the first circle sup her sister, Mrs. Julia Johnson.
ated from Amherst College this year, Mrs. Charles Bicknell is leaving The and the music of the da/ W’as very
delightful, being furnished chiefly by
Issue of $5,000,000 in 4'-) percent per of the season Wednesday, Oct. 15.
_____ _____
spent the larger part of his vacation
Clinton
Shibles_ left today for Amwhere she has been for sev Rev. and Mrs. Walsh, Rev. and Mrs. 20-year bonds by tflb Central Maine
here. He has gone to Princeton. N. Laurie
at fi with Mrs. Ruth McBeath as ; herst, Mass., to resume his studies at
eral
months
and
after
a
visit
of
sev

Hughey,
Mrs.
F.
W.
Barton
and
the
J., to take up his studies at the uni eral weeks with her brother, Maurice men's chorus, from the Rockport Power Co., was approved by the Pub chairman.
, t!lc Massachusetts Agricultural Col- i
lic Utilities Commission. The issue
---i lege, this being his second year at j
church.
is based upon the estimated cost to Mrs. Kate Murphy is ill at the home that institution. During the summer ■
and graduate student, and will reside n
.hr,
Belfast t0 SPend the Wlnter wlth her
complete
four
major
projects
of
the
at the graduate college.
Ensign Otis was in Skowhegan yes power concern, among them the so- of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Packard mer he was employed by George H.
daughter, Mrs. Norman Read.
Glaentzel. florist.
at The Highlands.
terday on business.
called "Wyman development” at
Opportunity Class was entertained Mrs. Fanny Brewster of Rockville
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear re
Bingham.
Thursday evening by Mrs. J. D. Mat- is the guest ^f her brother, Maynard
turned Friday to their home at Long!
A Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr
Near realtives gathered at the home
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Lymburner
tatall, Main street, with 20 members Oxton, Suffolk street, while Mrs. Ox-1 of Mr. arid Mrs. Ammi Berry, 20
Island, N. Y. after a two weeks’ visit
v-it li
have
returned
from
a
motor
trip
present. Mrs. Maud Grant aqd Mrs. ton is in Boston and vicinity.
Prospect street, Tuesday evening to
Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs. which
.... „„ took them through eastern with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- I
BESSIE
LOVE
Clara Gregory in charge of the pro
liam
Spear.
attend the marriage of Mrs. Eila
J. White announced the engage- Maine and New Brunswick. They
gram presented fascinating contests E. B. Richardson who has been bverlock of Thomaston and Algernon Leon
Regular meeting of St. Paul's |
STANLEY SMITH
cr-’_°f tri611' daughter Dorothy to < visited Moncton, skirted the Grand
and a series of puzzling Bible ques having a fortnight's vacation from J. Austin of Washington. Rev. Jesse ™
Lodge, F. & A. M. will be held Mon
Guy B. Dillingham, son of Mr. and Lakes, following the St. Johns
CLIFF EDWARDS
tions. Mrs. Mattate.ll served fruit A. Jameson Company’s store, has Kenderdine officiated. A very pleas Mrs. F. B. Dillingham of Boston.
)to Fredericton, and saw the world's day evening. This being the annual
Abe Lyman and His Band
salad, hot rolls, coffee, cake, olives been spending part of it with Mrs. ant evening was spent and sand
meeting, reports of the year's work 1
famous
reversing
falls.
They
saw
Also
and cheese, the dining room table Richardson and son Floyd in Lisbon wiches, cake, coffee and ice cream
Charles Rogers and Nelson Sabien many things to captivate the eye and will be given followed by election of '
being very attractive with its dainty Falls, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. were served. Those present were Mr. motored
News
Comedy
officers.
last
week
to
New
Brunsmind.
In
a
New
Brunswick
city
they
appointments and decorations carry Ernest G. Pike.
Rev. and Mrs .H. I. Holt were given
and Mrs. Ammi Berry. Mr. and Mrs. wick going as far as St. John's.1 saw an open market where, cheese
ing out a color scheme of yellow.
Guy Overlook. Miss Grace Wotton They visited Partridge Island, where was sold at 20 or 25 cents a pound, a surprise party Wednesday evening
The most important event of the
TODAY
The ladies of the Universalist and Winfield Austin. Tire couple will
people having contagious dis and other foodstuffs accordingly, at their home on Commercial street
meeting was the election of officers Church usher in their season of circle reside at Mrs. Austin's home in Thom many
by
a
group
of
neighbors
and
friends.
CHARLES
BICKFORD
eases
are
sent
for
treatment.
especially canned goods.
Even
who are: President, Mrs. Florence suppers Wednesday night when a aston.
in
woolen sweaters were at minimum Refreshments were served and the
Reach; first vice president, Mrs 6 o'clock supper will be served in the
evening very pleasantly spent. Those !
Mrs. Alice Gregory. Mrs. Eliza rates. In Lincoln they visited a present
“THE SEA BAT”
Gladys Mills; second vice president, vestry under the direction of Mrs.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
On her return from a brief errand
Mrs. Lena Young; secretary, Mrs. Anne Haskell, who will be assisted by Thursday evening Mrs. Milton M. beth Gregory. Mrs. Margaret Maxey, large fox farm, where the animals Walker, Mrs. Josephine Wall, Mr.
Evelyn Crockett; treasurer, Mrs. Ada Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Miss Mabel F. Griffin found that her home on Ocean j Mrs. Mattie Packard and Mrs. Inez have a mile and a half run. and they and Mrs. W. A. Paul, Mr. and Mrs. |
Prescott; missionary treasurer, Mrs. Lamb, Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs. A. E. street had been entered in her ab- Packard motored Wednesday to had a look into the building where Albert Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. O. P.
Portland and spent the night at the quantities of food are manufactured
Addle Small.
Orff, Mrs. Fred True, Mrs. Harold sense. The invaders seemed in no Eastland.
for them. The Lymburners were Jackson.
One of the
Rev. Philip C. Hughey and family
Hom® of
Marshall. Mrs. Blanche Calderwood, hurry to escape and proved to be
*
_
_
much pleased with their vacation.
Publix
The "Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor Miss Adelaide Holmes. Mrs. A. R. officers and members of the American
returned Friday from a few days’ trip
Paramount
Theatres
Mrs. Helen Waltz and Miss Annie
Golf Course, located at Fireproof Marsh, Mrs. E. L. Toner and Mrs. Legion Auxiliary. Presently Mrs.
,
, , .to Portland and Boston.
Pictures
Tel. 409
Garage, Rockland, will open about Hattie Prescott. ' After supper there Geneva Upham emerged from an- I York are in Munroe for the week Mrs. Peter Edwards entertained
,nie Trytoheip c]ub wiu mcet Mon.
Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the will be a special meeting of the Wom other room and explained her peculiar , end.
Wednesday afternoon at her home on da evening at the home of Mrs.
fine, clean, warm course.—adv.
street withMrs. Carrie Wood Lida champney
en's Society to discuss an import appearance by the announcement i Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eaton and two Llmerock
SulUvan,. whose marriage took place | An all.day s'ession of the Farm
that she was demonstrating the'
ant business matter.
proper costume and equipment for children of Stonington have returned Sept. 16, as honor guest. A shower of Bureau will be held Oct. 13 at the
Invitations have been received for delegates to the National Convention home after making a short visit with china, silver and linen was presented home of Mrs. Leola Mann, subject.
Mrs. Sullivan. Ice cream, cake, candy "Time Saving Dish Washing.”
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
the wedding of Miss Frances Dem- soon to be held in Boston. She em Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carman
and nuts were served. Mrs. EdEverett Fales returned Monday
mons. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hor phasized the need of comfortable
SEE FOR YOURSELF IF IT ISN’T SO..
Tlie Sleeper Bible Class will meet wards' home was prettily decorated from Knox Hospital where he had
ace Demmons. and Raymond Ryder, shoes and still more comfortable
Romance Spells
Holiday Spells
shoes in progressively larger sizes with Mrs. W. F. Brawn, 276 Broad- in a color scheme of pink and white.; bccn conI-!ned for a Week as a result
which
takes
place
Oct.
11,
at
8
p.
m.
Since 1840 thia firm has
The guests were Mrs. Sullivan, Mrs. of
, a broken
arm
He is reported as
at the home of the bride, 58 Sydney made necessary by the long distanc way at 2.30 Monday afternoon.
broken
arm.
Holiday
Romance
faithfully served the famlllea
----Lou Kalloch. Mrs. William Brown, improving.
’ street, Dorchester, Mass. Miss Dem- to be marched in the parade. Her exof Knox County
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
Morton
of
The
Mrs.
John
E.
Brewster,
Mrs.
Carl
O.
mons was born in Rockland and on } hibition of suitable evening clothes
Mrs. Fannie Andrews has returned
LADY ATTENDANT
1 return visits has made many friends also caused a gale of merriment. On Highlands and Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson, Mrs. Clara Porter, Miss Greta from a short visit in Bath with her
Tai. Day 450 ;
781-1
Hanson
of
Portland
left
Thursday
Nelson,
Miss
Barbara
Porter,
Mrs.
her final appearance in civilian garb
and acquaintances.
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Whittier.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Virgic Metcalf, Mrs. Robert Adams,
she carried a handsome traveling bag night for a trip to Canada.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., will
Mrs.
Lucy
Bucklin,
Mrs.
May
Grindle.
have as special guests at their meet
Spiritualist services in G. A. R. hall which she presented to Mrs. Griffin
Mrs.
Florence
Hassens,
Mrs.
Pearl
The first regular meeting of the
Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30. Lecture and from the Auxiliary for use on her
ing Tuesday evening. Beach Chapter
messages. Julia W. Barker, Medium. proposed trip as delegate to the Na BPW Club was held at the Thorndike Huntley, Mrs. Rose Halligan, Mrs. Ar of Lincolnville and Ivy Chapter of
ROCKLAND, ME.
Hotel Thursday evening. Among the thur jeokes, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike, Warren. Supper will be served at 6
tional Convention in Boston.
-=adv.
many plans discussed for the sea Mrs. Margaret Benner, Miss Jose o'clock. Members not solicited are
son's work were those for a class in phine Halligan, Mrs. Rose Edwards requested to furnish pastry.
business English under the direction of Clark Island and Mrs. Mary Halli
Capt. Ernest Torrey is spending a
of Mrs. Lena Sargent, to be held each gan of Warren.
few days at his home on. Union street.
i Thursday night. This class is to be
Plans are now under way for’
' open to anyone desiring to enter, and
The meeting of Edwin Libby Relief Rockport’s big annual Carnival and
t full information may be obtained by Corps
evening was one of Food Fair to be held at the Town hall
calling Mrs. Sargent at Rockland unusualThursday
interest, it being the occasion ! Nov. 21-22 under the auspices of thp
Julia and Linda arc sisters, rich, beautiful!
Commercial College. The next meet of inspection
by Mrs. Carrie E. Doull senior class R.H.S. As successful as
They've always shared things with each other
ing
will
be
held
at
the
club
rooms,
ANNOUNCING
—until Johnny Case comes along!
where supper will be served under of Portland, State president. There I these affairs have been in past years,
Both sisters want Johnny—but Johnny wants
the direciion of Miss Ethel Payson was a large attendance of members it is safe to predict that the carnival
a love hcliday while lie's young enough to en
and Mrs. Maud Hallowell. The club at supper and meeting. Mrs. Amanda \ ol 1930 will outshine all others. The
joy it!
is looking forward to a successful and Choate and Mrs. Nellie Higgins had chief drawing card this year will be
Tlie Pari: Avenue sisters who fight a love duel
active year under the following offi charge of the supper, using decora- ■ the giving away of a brand new Ford
in high society for Johnny are portrayed by
cers: President, Miss Doris V. Hyler; tions on the tables of red, white and Tudor. There will be attractively
blue,
with
bouquets
of
late
fall
flowers
1
decorated
booths,
a
veritable
battle
beautiful
vice presidents, Mrs. Alene Anderson
Indoor Golf
and Mrs. Mary Flanagan; secretary, adding a further touch of color. Mrs ; of music and a continuous program
Doull
complimented
the
work
of
the
i
of
vaudeville
entertainment
arid
, Mrs. Exie Perry; treasurer. Mis.
i Emily Stevens; committee on educa Corps very highly, mentioning the j dancing. The proceeds will be used
Course
tion. chairman, Mrs. Lena K. Sar fact that the Rockland organization to defray the expenses of the senior
IN
gent: on research, Mrs. Evie Perry: is the largest in the Stale. She was : class on their trip to Washington,
18 HOLES
on legislation. Mrs. Emma Carver; presented with a pretty gift as a me- j Tlie following attended the Baptist i
on publicity. Miss Helen York; on mento of the occasion. Comrade and j quarterly meeting at West Rockport
will open
program. Miss Ethel Payson: health, Mrs. Henry Huntley were happily sur- Tuesday: Rev. and Mrs. P. C.
. Mrs. Nettie Lord; emblem, Mrs. Agnes prised by the gift of a framed pic- ! Hughey, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K.
Pathc’s screen adaptation of Philip Barry's marvelously amusing
Louraine: finance, Mrs. Alene Atider- ture, presented in honor of their 59th J Walker, Mr. and Mrs .Edgar P.
and witty Broadway stage success!
wedding anniversary. Comrade F. S. i Shibles, Thomas McCluskey, Mr. and
ison;
Independent
Woman
iclub
paOn On About
peri Mrs. Exie Perry; membership Phllbrick delighted everyone with old- Mrs. Weston Wall, Charles Marston.
with
Good presswork and ty
Miss Relief Nichols; house, Mrs. time fiddling tunes, and a social hour Mrs. Ella Overlock, Mrs. Ellen
ROBERT
AMES,
EDWARD
E Ef ETT HORTON
Maude Hallowell; Pine Cone (club was enjoyed as the closing feature of [ shibles, Mrs. Addie Russ. Mrs. Milpography are mechani
OCTOBER 9
ALSO
' dred Rhodes, S. E. Cooper, Mr. and
paper) Mrs. Emily Stevens. The club a memorable meeting.
cal certainties in our
-------- ■-------; Mrs. William Whitney and Mrs.. M.
will hold one of its popular bridge
Musical Novelty Cartccn Paramount Sound News
The “Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor a. Whitney.
parties Monday evening at the rooms.
printing’work. It’s what
Golf Course, located at Fireproof The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E.
at
NOW SHOWING
precedes them that de
WHEN IN BOSTON Remember that von Garage. Rockland, will open about, church have set Dec. 3 as the date
can buy copies /if The Courier-Gazette with Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the | for their annual Christmas sale.
“
SANTA
FE TRAIL”
velops good printing
the home news, at the 01(1 South fXews Agency.
. fine, clean, warm course.—adv.
A large attendance is expected at
Washington St., nexPOld (South ’Church.
with
salesmanship . . . the
i the Baptist Church both Sunday
RICHARD ARLEN
' morning and evening, it being the i
brains, taste and attrac
First episode Love Defender
, last opportunity to hear Rev. P. C.
tiveness in preparation.
with Rin Tin Tin
Hughey in his capacity as pastor oi
This Splendid Course Will Be Regulation 18the local church. Mr. Hughey will
) move his family to Jamaica Plain,
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Hole, All Newest and Best Equipment. Warm
LET'S ESTIMATE
Mass., he having accepted the posi
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped piani wa
tion as assistant pastor at the
and Comfortable Building.
YOUR JOB!
are ready to serve you.
Shows At
Ruggles Street Baptist Church.
2.00, 6.30. 8.30
Services at the Methodist Church
PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
Telephone 892
Continuous Show
j for the week are as follows: Sunday
Saturday
BASSICK BROTHERS
morning service at 10.30, preaching
by the pastor; Sunday school at
Pleasant Beach Road,
South I homaston
One of the Publix Theatres
ROCKLAND, MAINE
! 11.45; evening service at 7, male
(Rear Strand Theatre)
44Stf
I quartet will sing. Wednesday afterLINCOLN BAPTISTS

VICI

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

Indoor Golf
“The Baby Grand”

Ann Harding, Mary Astor

HOLIDAY

Fireproof Garage

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS

The Courier-Gazette

Fireproof Garage

Every-Other-Day
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Automatic Volume Control Is Greatest Improvement of
New Receiving Sets, Says Noted Radio Engineer

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Remarking on the excellent con- starting at the top. Miss Guilford has
cert given by the Knox County Men's ,won her way to leading roles through
Chorus at the First Baptist Church. hard work and the beauty of her
last Sunday evening, we rejoice that j voice. One of the New York critics
this organization remains in force I last winter accorded her this tribute:
and Is launching another season’s i "The most distinctive musical
activities. S. T. Constantine, founder ' achievement of the week goes to
and director, has brought to the Nanette Guilford for the finest and The Handsome Old Church At Glenmere Whose Friends Everywhere Are
project not only enthusiasm, but an most human 'Nedda' of the season."
Asked To Lend It a Hand
* * • •
understanding of musicianship which
has served to develop commendable Miss Faith E. Ulmer is being con
BY TIDAL SHORES
ensemble among his men. with clean gratulated for winning the oppor
THE OLD CHURCH
attacks, clear1 diction and careful tunity to go to Portland as an entrant
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
phrasing. The programs are always in the Atwater-Kent audition of the
Here, a few short hours ago. there moved
arranged to make an appeal to all— First District to be held on Oct. 18. At Glenmere Sends Word To In gentle majesty, a stately flood.
yet. ln lta constant
usually an oratorio number, one or Three contestants entered for the
Its Friends Wherever They Unimpassioned.
power,
two classics, familiar hymns, and local audition at the studio of Mrs.
Irresistible. O’er these marine growths
May Be Found
selections that are known to all such Lilian Sprague Copping, they being
Which see the sun too short a time to
as “Goin’ Home” or “The Lost behind a screen, the three Judges
The vivid colors of his treasury.
seated
in
an
adjoining
room.
Each
Chord.”
The Second Baptist Church of St. And these black rocks, cast down ln for
All who have heard the chorus sang two numbers, and the decision George was organized ln 1817 with a
mer years,
have been warm in their expressions was based on quality of voice, diction. membership of 60. For the flrst By aging Earth, retrenching thriftily.
In her exact and careful housewifery.
ohrasing
and
general
musicianship
in
<
seven
years
its
services
were
held
ln
of praise. Only recently I heard a
It moved Its mystic grandeur.
„gentleman
__________
— ______
----- presenting the songs. Miss Ulmer, private homes and schoolhouses. In
whose
musical judgment
I highly respect state that “the who ls on'y 18- has made promising 1304 the people decided to build a Feelingless.
Its inevitable course. It spread
Knox County Men's Chorus sings Progress in vocal study within the ChUrch anc) the followingvear fin- In
Slivered expansiveness from green to I
far better than the Portland Men's pas^ ycar- ar|d the Portland expert-1 ished and dedicated it. This build
green
these opposing shores, until the eye
Singing Club, or that portion which encR- even if not crowned with suc- ing getting out of repair and incon Of
Revelled ln beauty by its presence made
came over to sing at the dedicatory res’ as a winner, should prove an in venient, they decided ln 1851 to The satisfying fullness of the bay.
exercises in Camden recently." Once eentive to continued s^tudy.
build another. This they did and Reflecting lustruous rays, and wooded
shores
more we express the hope that the ;
finished it in the same year. In Feb Retraced
in lucent waters, faithfully.
Knox Countv Men's Chorus becomes
seems almost like a dream that ruary, 1854. this house was destroyed Impressed
a sense of awe upon the soul.
a permanent fixture in our musica’
“re ,0 hear the U. S. Army Band by fire. That was a dark day for the While vaulted blue, a fitting canopy
For
all
the
beauty walled ln by the
activities, with an increasing num- f.here in Rockland. AVe have church: but the people did not lose
shores.
ber of members and increasingly listened to itjover the, radio overand courage. Bravely they went to work Completed
this one goodly aisle, within
over again, and marveled at its splen and built this present structure, The sacred courts which nature holds
good work.
Immune
did work and musicianship, and number three—“For the people had
From eyes, unworshlpful within her
Our good wishes go with Miss Ade manv of us have longed to actually a mind to work.” This they dedi
fane.
laide E. Cross who makes an entrance see it in action, for an army or ma cated in Dec., 1854. The centennial
flow. Inevitable; so. also.
into the musical life of New York. rine band is such a colorful spectacle of the original structure was held in In
In ebb. the waters, which had Ailed the
While she has nothing definite at this that no radio performance can do it 1917.
bay.
Receded. Not hurriedly, nor ln mode
time, the season scarcely begun, she justice. The date of the Rockland
There have been at different times Of
cvhanglng pace, but, as of set pur
has names of importance in the game concert is Nov. 5.
pose.
Did you know that the U. S. Army many repairs made on the church Deliberately
to aid her in getting in touch with
moving, they withdrew.
now standing, with an extensive
prospective engagements. With her Band is the first service band to be piece of work ln 1907-8. And now it Somewhat ln stealthiness, their tran
pride
•
training, her youthful charm and permitted to leave this country? Au- stands ln need of more repairs. The Unto sient
the farthest limits of their bounds
attractiveness, it would seem that a thorization came from the Congress Ladies’ Circle has been working hard So, now,
this picture of reproach. These
place will be found for her ability
the United States, which granted for several years to raise the neces
rocks,
rise, black and uncouth, grimly
Her personality and voice suggest the permission in recognition of the sary funds; but the church needs Whichsuggest
musical comedv or light opera, and Armv Band's world-wide reputation i outside help and so is making an Dark treachery, which, hid beneatfli the
show
who knows but that is where she will as the outstanding exponent of Latin- appeal through the columns of The
Of that resplendent grandeur, may await
American music among non-native
find her place?
Courier-Gazette,
which
circulates
all
Such
as will trust themselves, ln fear
• ♦ • »
peoples.
lessness.
Did you know that in recognition of - over the United States, to all those On Its Inviting bosom. The glory.
Miss, Nanette Guilford, prima
the flood bestowed ln its advance.
donna soprano of the Metropolitan bis services as^Jeader of the U. S readers who may have an interest in Whichnow,
the old home church and are will
Opera Company and one of the Army Band, officially designated to ing to help in such a good cause.
Dissipated ln retreat, charms no more;
But fear, of this stark ugliness begat.
youngest as well-as one of the most introduce Latin-American music in
country, the nation of Peru deco- I Any contribution, large or small, Robs our elation of Its gladsomeness.
brilliant of today's operatic artists, this
Cantain William J Standdard will be most thankfully received and f As wind, the thistle of its downy crown
will be the soloist for the annual rated
conductor with the Order of the appreciated.
Please send,____
all contriWhen^-e. in ^udden apprehension find
.
.__ I That that recurring beauty may. indeed,
October concert under the auspices
buttons to Mrs. Jerome Jones, treas- ge but the glittering garments of a
of the Eastern Maine Musical Asso Sun?
• • • •
urer of the building fund committee,
power,
ciation, to be given in the Bangor
An outstanding feature of the sec whose address ls Tenant’s Harbor, Cruel “ monstrous.
Auditorium, Oct. 22, this date having
■ Oriented thus.
been selected in order to provide an ond annual State convention of the Maine.
----------------------; We see ln dark sea-growths, the forms
extraordinary attraction for the Maine Chapter of the National Asso
at Bangor was
WALDOBORO
The gnoUi, and all his horrid kin, which
annual sessions of the Maine Teach- ciation of Organists
_
man.
crs' Association.
the address by Prof. Adelbert Wells ,
The program, besides presenting Sprague of Bangor, on Some PresRev. and Mrs. Alexander Stewart In weakness, lets invade his phantasy.
Nanette Guilford, will include num- pnt Day Music Tendencies and Prob- are passing their annual vacation in Llt upon the rocks, his startling white
ness
bers by the Eastern Maine Festival lcms." After deploring the situation Boston.
A gleam uf light, ln contrast sternly set
Chorus and the Bangor Symphony many musicians have been placed in
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson, Against
their dismaying blackness, a
Orchestra. Prof. Sprague, conductor, as the result of the advent of me- who have been at Mrs. Annie Thomp
gull.
Unconscious,
points out sad apocalypse
is preparing a program that will at- chanical music. Mr. Sprague pro son's for two weeks, have returned to I
Of double natured seas black leprosy.
tract the attention of concert goer? phecied a readjustment of musicians Massachusetts.
Before that sea's proud flood, the soul
throughout Eastern Maine and the to the theatre, and the theatre to tne
of man
Ret. Guy McQuaidee, a former
a sense of feeble littleness.
announcement of the engagement o' musicians.
pastor of the Baptist Church, was in Suffered
If not undue abasement. Now. seeing,
Miss Guilford will serve to stimulate “But there is another tre7ld- pr°‘ town Monday and Tuesday.
Beneath Its beauty, naked hldeousness,
even more than usual interest in the gressive and constructive, which will
Mrs. Osborne Welt has returned By ebb disclosed, the exaltation of
His true estate, with reasoned step, re
October concert.
be even a greater influence in_the re- from Bath.
turns
• • • •
instatement of living music. Tne aeMrs. Adelbert McCurda of North To place him on his throne as man and
A weekly biographv of a musician i velonment in school instrumental en- Arlington, N. J., is visiting Mr. and
chief.
And bid him stand, among created
should be interesting to many of us sembles during the last decade is
Mrs. George Genthner.
things.
who know little about the musicians, less than astonishing in its P™P°‘is'
The local time table of the M.C.R.R. i Supreme, the flrst among the eminent.
So whv not start this week, and take tions. A genuine musicianship
ls scheduled as follows: East bound. Undaunted, whatso-e’er their majesty.
Nanette Guilford as our first must- evolving and spreading am°p&
j
}
g5(J Wfigt bound g4g 2 55
R. D. Brodie
Long Cove, Me.
cian!
' onng people. State and sectional g u Sundays East
9 35 a. m..
Nanette made her debut at the festivals and summer music camp Wegt Bound 317 p m
SOMERVILLE
Metropolitan Opera House Feb. 22. are promoting Mnstantly^^ gr^ nf ! Mrs' Osborne Welt has returned
1826, the youngest artist ever to be skill and artistry. A generation of from Bath where she has been visitMr. and Mrs. Fred L. Turner of
so honored, and was christened "The expert amateurs is rising.
ine her daughter
were Sunday visitors at their
Athem Leggett, son of Mr. and I: Augusta
home here.
She—
began sin"“John
Erskine in an address duBaby of the Met.”---ing fairly small roles, but during the ing the past year has called atten- Mrs. William A. Daggett, is on the j All of our teachers in town attendSeason of 1927-28 her great ability , tion to the fact that the vocal de- teaching staff at.Bowdoin College in j ed the Teachers’ Convention at Garwas rewarded with the title role of velopment among our young people the Department of History and Gov- ' diner Sept. 25.
"Madonna Imperia.” singing it at the is given hardly any outlet at all in a ernment. Mr. Daggett, who was E. A. Dodge has employment at
permanent way. He advocates the graduated from Bowdoin In 925, has Sumner Bean's shingling,
second performar.ee in America.
An audition with Gatti-Casazza foundation of widespread operatic been instructor for two years in His- Miss Evelyn Whittier is staying at
won her a contract with .the Metro activities throughout the country.
tory and Debating in Lafayette Col- C. H. French's and attending the
"To realize the widespread estab lege going from there to the Harvard Sand Hill school.
politan. She belonged to the group
of young American girls who have lishment of these activities the musi Graduate School where he received his
been awarded grand opera contracts ca! workers themselves, the orchestra master degree. He is now working
VINALHAVEN
within the last years, but instead of and choral performers, will, doubtless, for his doctorate in the field of Politi
Mrs. Albert Anderson and son
cal Science with a thesis on Interna Elliot of Rockport, Mass., arrived Fri
tional Relations.
day and are guests of relatives ln
The annual meeting of the Rural town.
Cemetery Association will be held Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., will be
Monday evening ln the Board of inspected Monday night by D.D.GAI.
Trade Rooms at 7.30 p. m.
Belle Frost of Rockland. A 6 o'clock
The Parent-Teacher Association supper
will be served. While in town
sponsored a pleasant affair in the Mrs. Frost will be guest of Past Ma
form of a reception to the local teach tron Mary L. Arey.
ers at the Baptist Church Monday
Dr. and Mrs. Fillebrown of Belfast
evening. A program was given ln the arrived
Wednesday for a few days’
auditorium followed by a social hour visit in town.
ln the vestry where delicious refresh Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
ments were served by members of the install officers Oct. 8.
Association and the Social commit At Camp Merrie Macs, Shore Acres,
tee of the church. Rev. Mr. Collins the following party enjoyed Tuesday:
greeted the teachers and guests; Mr. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh, daugnNew York and Chicago
and Mrs. John Heiser, Mme. Florence ter Frances, Edith Libby and Louise
Mascicka. John Newbum and Mrs. Libby.
Sarah Lash entertained with voice, Mrs. T. E. Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Ev
Made to Measure Clothes
piano and violin and Mrs. Sace K. erett Libby, daughter Jane and son
Weston and Mrs. Maude Clark Gay Richard
Friday for Boston, motor
gave readings. About 75 were pres ing fromleft
Rockland.
This is the line sold by the late G. K. Mayo. We
ent.
Mrs. Preston Ames left Thursday
for Bristol to visit her mother, Mrs.
have received the New Fall Samples and will be
ln many cases have to participate Abbie Thorpe. Mrs. Ames is to leave
more
actively than ln the past in the soon for California where she will
pleased to serve old and new customers at same
promotion and administration of our spent the winter months with her
daughter, Mrs. Laurel Gerry.
concert institution.
reasonable prices. Men’s Suits and Overcoats
“The sound-film and radio are Miss Luella Wilcox who has been
temporarily contributing to the the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Rob
erts, left Friday for Chestnut Hill,
made to your individual measure. These are
disaster of the professional musician, Brookline,
Mass.
yet they are stimulating and extend
Fred
Robbins
who recently retired
ing
a
taste
for
better
programs.
So
the new reduced prices—
again I would emphasize that though
some people prophecy that we are be
coming a listening race, yet the
schools are turning out a generation
of high-grade amateur performers.
From either angle the outlook is en
couraging. On the one hand we have
a rising culture in listeners, on the
other an advancing grade of perform
ers and an increasing number of effi
cient performers. The skilled ama
teur is a personal force. A living con
CLOTHIER
cert band or orchestra or chorus is
possible now In nearly every com
munity. The motor car makes pos
ROCKLAND, MAINE
sible musical assemblages even in
sparsely settled areas.”
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“A great reduction in fading on
distant stations by making the
sensitivity of the receiver in
crease or decrease automatically
as the signal becomes weak or
strong.
“Permits tuning through local
stations without having them
blast out at full power.
“Makes it possible to change
from local to distant reception
without additional adjustment
of hand-operated volume con
trol. (

“As has always been the case
with improvements in radio re
ceivers, the user as he becomes

from Heron Neck Light as keeper, was
the guest this week of his sister, Mrs.
Reuben Carver.
A benefit supper was given at
Saints Church Thursday.
Frances Macintosh and Doris Stordahl returned Monday to Rockland to
resume her studies at the business
college.
W. Y. Fossett returns today from a
business trip to Lewiston.
Avaughn Ames and son Conrad of
Camden were guests this week of his
mother. Mrs_Flora Ames.
This is the last week of the merrygo-round and ferris wheel which have
been the big attraction the past fort
night.
Mrs. Lewis Hanley and daughter
Gertrude of Thomaston are guests ot
her mother, Mrs. Flora Ames.

Taken the Agency For the

wrtll bring almost instant relief?

B. L. Segal

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
ENROLL NOW

The “Baby Grand" 18-Hole Indoor
Golf Course, located at Fireproof
Garage, Rockland, will open about
Oct. 9. Watch for notice. Visit the
fine, clean, warm course.—adv.

ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

BUXTONS

EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 7

You will not regret it. For sale at all
leading drug stores. Let us send you
a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi
cine Co., Abbot Village, Me.

LENA K. SARGENT

METHYL BALM

RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC

TEL. 994 or 990-M

113-119

CHARLES SHANE CO.

76 cants

17-tf
•Itf

Now'S
To market your Poultry in eeaaon
for the Jewish Holidays
We Will Pay Highest Prices

COHEN BROS.
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
109-tf

Work Done Anywhere
Prompt Service
Watar pipet Repaired and Ralaid.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Pipea Wired Out. Sowora Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
Rocked.
Shallow Collars Dug
Deeper.
Floors Cemantsd and
Walla Repaired.

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 534-J

ROCKLAND, ME.
44Stf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930)
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving In
Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Returning leaves
Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
haven. arriving at 3.45 P. M.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line

Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sunday at 6 A. M., arriving at Ston
ington at 6.55 A. M., North Haven at 7.50
A. M.. due to arrive at Rockland about
9 o’clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
1.30 P. M., North Haven at 2.35 P. M.,
otomngtoii at 3.40 P. M , dye to arrive at
Swan's Island about 5 o'clock.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent

Osteopathic Physician

States in the year 1940.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Johnston’* Drag Store

400 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND

EBRATES: Poet prodigy marks
seventeenth birthday by publica
tion of new book of verse. Her
theme is an imaginary attack by
the Soviet Army on the United

of u

09oa.

^S°° «OoL"°"’>

Several from this place attended
the Damariscotta Fair Wednesday.
Mr. ^and Mrs. John Boggs and son
George Boggs and his wife, all of
Marlboro, Mass., visited A. Y.
Boggs for a week recently. It has
been seven years since the elder Mr.
Boggs visited here and he enjoyed
calls on relatives and friends in War
ren, his native town, and in Union,
Thomaston, Camden and Lincolnville.
Mr. Boggs is 84 years old and made
the trip by auto in one day and found
Maine air of much benefit.

l.***'*? 6°0

Motorists in India are urging head
lights and tail-lights for elephants,
which are the kind of pedestrians they
can’t bump off.—Weston Leader.

Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here
after for the special convenience of
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
light adjusting etc.
114-tf

NORTH WALDOBORO

73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Bant Post Paid on receipt of price

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in every horns. Sold only at

DR.UNWOOD T. ROGERS

NATHALIA CRANE CEL-

more familiar with the operation
will be increasingly aware of the
benefits of automatic volume con
trol. The receiver automatically
compensates for practically all of
the vicissitudes of fading signals,
so that the output from the loud
speaker remains substantially uni
form.
It is only when a signal
fades completely out, so that there
is really no signal left at all, that
the receiver fails to accommodate
itself.
“There is also the phenomenon
known as side band fading in
which the signal not only fades,
but becomes distorted as well.
The automatic control will com
pensate for the falling signal
strength, but cannot correct the
distortion.
“In summing up the salient fea
tures of automatic volume control
the advantages appear as real per
formance improvements.which far
outweigh the seeming1 disadvan
tages. These are really peculiari
ties of operation soon understood
by the user.”

We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highaat Prleaa paid. Call
or writa Charlaa Shane, cart ot
R. E. Cutting, Warron, Mo. Tol.
Warran 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. Rsfsrancaot Any poul
try raitor.

Taleohenaa 120R«

For RHEUMATISM take

/H4\
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Rev. and Mrs. W. D. Bachelder and
little son Walter who have been
spending the past month at North
Turner returned home Thursday.
Maple Grange will hold its annual
fair at the Grange hall Oct. 7.
Mr .and Mrs. Bert Bornheimer of
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. D. D.
Stahl of this place were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John Stahl of Cam
den.
Mrs. Eva Miller and family, Mrs.
Gladys Baillie and Fred Oliver, all
of Massachusetts were here to attend
the funeral of the late Huldah
Flanders which was held at the home
of her daughter Mrs. Nellie Oliver
Sunday.
George Benner has employment
in Liberty.
PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Teague were at
Mrs. W. M. Harris served a silver John Burnheimer’s Sunday.
luncheon at the "Wawenock" Wed
nesday afternoon, the proceeds to be
APPLETON
used for the benefit of the Second
Baptist Church which is undergoing
Recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
repairs.
Ames were Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Georgie Wall was a recent Joseph
son Talbot, Lincolnville, Mr. and Mrs.
guest of Mrs. Maud Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hupper from Hartford Talbot and son Junior of
Stockton Spring and friends from Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Lucius York
Belfast are on a gunning trip to of Rockland and Mrs. Conary of
Swan’s Island.
Brothers Island.
Recent guests of Edward Ames and
Mrs. R. D. Seavey has returned
mother were Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
from a visit in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marshall of Gilman and daughter Esther of Silver
Swampscott. Mass., are spending a Lake, N. H., and E. G. Simmons of
Oakland.
few days at Land’s End.
Work is nearly completed on the
Herbert Simmons has bought the
house owned by Isadore Gordon and State road and surely the men are
deserving of compliments for the
will occupy it soon.
Rev. and Mrs. Curtis Stanley of amount ot good road built in such a
Dover-Poxcroft visited here this short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Griffin were
week.
Miss Esther Seavey visited friends ln Rockland on business Wednesday.
Mrs. Ida Brown of Lewiston is
at Wiley’s Corner Wednesday.
Merton Anthony spent Wednesday working for Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gushee.
at Damariscotta Fair.

We Wish To Announce That We Have

from $22.50 up

yen,

SOUTH HOPE
“The most outstanding improve
ment found in the new radio re
ceivers now being produced is au
tomatic volume control,” accord
ing to R. H. Langley, director of
engineering, the Crosley Radio
Corporation, and director of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association.
He continued: “Its principal ad
vantages in a radio receiving set
are as follows:

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
whan

J. L. TAYLOR & CO.

ROCKVILLE
Mrs. Lottie Ewell is visiting her
cousin, Mrs. Ardie Thomas, at St.
George for a few days.
Quite a number from here attended
the Baptist Quarterly meeting at
West Rockport Tuesday.
Mrs. Aubine Haskell who is board
ing with Mrs. Mank ln Warren spent
Monday with Mrs. Lenora Fores.
Mrs. Annie Bucklin who left for
France several weeks ago with the
New England contingent of gold star
mothers, returned home Saturday on
the steamer President Harding. It
was a voyage never to be forgotten.
Nothing was omitted that would give
the mothers comfort and enjoyment,
aside from carrying out the purpose
of the trip,
Mrs. Helen Ames is having exten
sive repairs made on her buildings.
Charles Tolman motored to Boston
Friday with his daughter, Mrs. Leola
Mann of Rockport.
E. H. Perry has spent several days
this week in Lewiston.
Wednesday Mrs. E. H. Perry was the
guest of Mrs. Charles Rokes in Thom
aston.

Raatrtanoe

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephone 915-M
8ttf

Neighbor: Say,'Jim, that’s the
best cake I ever tasted.
JiM: Yes, my wife sure knows how
to bake cake.
Neighbor: Wish she’d give my
wife the recipe.
JiM: Don’t think she will; that’s
one of her prize secrets. But she
once said that over half the
secret of good cake was in using
Norman R Flour.

’.MCWt
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NORMAN

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture
If you havs been waiting for
prices to roach bottom—come now
for oura are already therel
Tremendous Reductions on those
greatest values ever offered. Come
in—nose around and you will sea
a lot. It will give you an idea
of the unbelievable value offered
here. We have a fine selection of
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Special Stoves, in fact everything
to make a home. We also carry
a complete line of Store and
Office Furniture.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
*•'
Telephone 427-R
*1 Tillson Ava.
Rockland
llOSTtf
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our
JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Rockland • Maine

